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Waekend Fires Heavily Damage Local Businesses
BLAZING BUILDING — Firefighters with the Murray fire Department
were silhoutted by the billowing flames as they fought to control the fire
that destroyed the Shoemaker Seed Co. building on Maple Street Saturday
night. The fire, which began about 10 p.m., created an eerie orange glow
over much of downtown Murray and knocked out electrical power in
some areas. Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Carter To Fly To Middle East Wednesday
To Try To Salvage Israel-Egypt Peace Hope
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter will fly to the Middle East
Wednesday in a effort to salvage hopes
for peace between Israel and Egypt, the
White House announced today.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said Carter will arrive in Egypt
on Thursday afternoon for talks with
President Anwar Sadat and will
proceed to Israel on Saturday evening
for talks with Prime Minister
Menachem Begin.
A U.S. official who asked not to be
identified said that at this point there
are no plans for a three-way meeting
among the leaders. The official said he
did not know when Carter would return
to the United States.
The announcement of the trip came
some two hours after Begin told Carter
at a surprise White House meeting that
the Israeli cabinet has responded
positively to U.S. suggestions for
resolving some of the remaining ob-




Resign From Red Cross
Jean Blankenship, executive director
for the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross for the past 13
years, announced her resignation
March 1 to be effective at the end of the
month.
Blankenship stated that her decision
came because of personal reasons.
However, she has no definite plans for
the future.
She added that she picked to resign at
this time so it would not hinder the
current fund drive or the summer
Learn-To-Session.
Her duties include contacting armed
service veterans and their families and
heading various educational and
volunteer programs.
Her husband, Macon, has been
retired three years from the Murray
division of the Tappan Company where
he was personnel director. They have
two children, Mrs. Johnny (Beth)
'mins of Nashville and Mark, a senior
at the University of Louisville. They
have one grandson, Brian Loving.
The chapter board of directors will
meet at a later date to discuss
procedure to name a replacement.
The announcement of Carter's travel
plans said his talks in Egypt and Israel
"will focus on the peace process,
regional security and bilateral issues."
The U.S. official said Carter believes
his travels will "offer the best hope for
success" in his months-old effort to
promote an Israeli-Egyptian
agreement.
The White House announcement
said:
"The president believes that we must
not allow the prospects for peace, which
seemed so bright last September to
continue to dim and perhaps to vanish.
If we do, the judgment of history and of
our children will rightly condemn us."
Before Carter's trip was announced,
Powell emphasized that "difficult
issues remain." He said "the next step
in the peace process is still under
discussion."
Carter's secret proposals to salvage
faltering peace hopes stirred interest in
Israel and optimistic reports in that
country's press.
Carter, holding a black umbrella
aloft, walked from his Oval Office to
greet Begin in a driveway. After a brief
greeting, the president escorted the
prime minister into his office.
Summoned to join the president for
the brief mid-morning meeting were
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance,
presidential advisers Zbigniew
Brzezinski and Hamilton Jordan and
Powell.
"The Israeli government has
responded positively to American
suggestions on ways to help resolve
some of the remaining differences"





Two candidates for the Democratic
nomination for governor of Kentucky,
Harvey Sloane and Terry McBrayer,
have announced plans to be in Murray
on Wednesday, March 7.
Both candidates will attend the
Murray State University Young
Democrats association's forum to be
held in the Racer Room at Roy Stewart
Stadium. McBrayer will be at the
forum from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. and Sloane
will be there beginning at 6 p.m.
Sloane is expected to campaign in
downtown Murray at 2:30 p.m. and is
scheduled to walk from the court
square to Belair Shopping Center
beginning at 3 p.m.
McBrayer will visit the downtown
area between 3 p.m. and 4 p.m. and is
scheduled to be in the co from 4
p.m. to 4:*p And ay CR).
Hall from 4:30 p.m. to
"However, it is important to un-
derstand that difficult issues remain.
The next step in the peace process is
still under discussion."
In Cairo, meanwhile, Egyptian of-
ficials said President Anwar Sadat
spoke by telephone with Carter today
and would decide within 48 hours
whether to go to Washington.
The surprise development appeared
to buoy the hopes of U.S. officials who
had expressed no optimism Sunday in
announcing the American move.
But even then they emphasized that
the U.S. suggestions dealt vrwith only
some of the remaining obstacles to
completion of the long-elusive peace
treaty.
"I'm sure that it's going to contribute
to the process of the negotiations,"
Deputy Prime Minister Yigael Yadin
told reporters after the cabinet meeting
in Jerusalem. He made clear he was
referring to Begin's recommendations
and not Carter's proposals.
Neither side would disclose details of
Carter's plans for breaking the
Egyptian-Israeli stalemate in
negotiations on a peace treaty, nor
what Begin had recommended to his
cabinet. But one Israeli official
described the Carter plan as "im-
portant and interesting."
Carter gave Begin the new
suggestions at the White House Sunday,
when their marathon talks appeared
near collapse.
The Israeli press published markedly
optimistic reports on the suggestions.
Begin was quoted in one as saying the
See PEACE TALKS,
Page 10, Column 6
rtoday's index "N















Cold with highs in the mid to
upper 40s. Mostly clear and cold
tonight. Lows in the upper 208 to
low 30s Mostly sunny Tuesday.
igtis in the upper 40s to low 50s,
Two local businesses, Shoemaker
Seed Co. and The College Shop, were
heavily damaged by fires over the
weekend and another business,
University Bookstore, received smoke
damage in one of the blazes.
According to Fire Chief Jackie
Cooper, the fire department received
word that the Shoemaker building was
on fire when two youths came to the
station to report it around 10 p.m.
Saturday. Cooper said the fire was
coming through the roof of the building,
located on Maple Street, when the
department arrived, and the roof had
caved in by the time the hoses were set
There were several explosions during
the fire, one of which was attributed to
the burning of electrical lines. This
plunged about one-fourth of the city into
darkness for approximately 50 minutes
before power could be restored.
One fireman, Louis Perry, was
treated and released at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital after he was
overcome by the fire's heat.
City crews fought the blaze, which
almost leveled the building, for about
two hours, and all trucks except one left
at 12:50 a.m. Sunday. One truck stayed
throughout the night.
Harold Shoemaker, owner of the
business, could not be reached this
morning for an estimate of the darnagt
resulting from the fire.
The second fire, which was reported
at 9:14 a.m. Sunday, damaged Th,
College Shop at 214 North 15th St.
Firemen had to break in the plate
glass windows at the front of the store
to gain entrance to the building. The
major portion of the fire was in the rear
of the building but the front of the store
was damaged by smoke and water.
Danny Crabtree, the store's owner,
said this morning that it was too early
to estimate the total damage to the
store and its merchandise, however, at
the moment it "looks pretty bad." He
said that many of the clothes were
destroyed or badly damaged.
The University Bookstore, located
adjacent to The College Shop, received
"a great deal of smoke damage
throughout the store," according to the
manager, Bobby McDowell.
Jack Ward is the owner of the
building that The College Shop, the
-Univ-arsity Bookstore and the
University Day Care Center are located
In.
The causes of the blazes have not
been determined as yet, and Cooper
said that the Kentucky State Police fire
investigator for this area has been
called in to assist Phil Owens, the city's
fire inspector, in attempting to pinpoint
the cause of both fires.
SHOP HEAVILY DAMAGED — An early morning fire at the College Shop
on 15th Street adjacent to the Murray State University campus caused
heavy damage to the interior of the store as well as considerable smoke
damage to the MSU Bookstore next door. The Murray Fire Department was
called to the scene shortly after 9 a.m. Sunday.
Statt Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Symphonic Band Concert
Will Keep Tradition Alive
When the Murray State University
Symphonic Band presents the 56th
annual winter concert on March 6, 1979,
it will keep alive a tradition that began
with the establishment of Murray State
Normal School.
The community of Murray had
always been alive with music of some
variety and it was only natural that the
newly established normal school would
reflect and foster that love of music
since the founder, Rainey T. Wells, was
very interested in all the arts. In fact,
the first teacher of instrumental music
to be employed by the young school was
Miss Geneve Wells (daughter of Dr.
Wells and one of the first six class
offerings listed in the first catalog was
band (Music 106).
Even before the normal school was
located in Murray, several young
musicians would get together and
rehearse at the Courthouse or in the
private homes of the members. Acting
as a community band, and using
several instruments owned by the city
school system, the young aggregation
would play at the old Woodruff Theatre,
the Mason Memorial Hospital, the
Methodist Church, in the courtyard for
the ladies' Aid society of the Christian
Church, and at the Bon Ton Cafe for
Rotary Club meetings. Since many of
the young instrumentalists were of high
school and college age, it was only
natural that these young musicians
formed the nucleus of the first Murray
State Band.
Since these early years, the Winter
Band Concert has been continued under
directors; Geneve Wells, Shepherd
Lenhoff, Ewing Moore, Fred P. Hale,
John Burnham, J.H. Dameron, R.K.
Eden, William H. Fox, Richard W.
Farrell, and for the past 22 years under
the direction of Paul W. Shahan.
The concert on March 6th will again
take place in the university's Lovett
Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. and will in-
clude: "The 1812 Overture" by
Tschalkowsky, "The Ode for Trumpet"
by Reed with Miss Patricia Smith,
senior Music Education major, ap-
pearing as soloist, "Chorale and
Allulia" by Hanson, "Chronolog" by
Spears, and "Jubiloso" by Panerio.
Shahan emphasized that the public is
Invited to attend .the admission -tree
concert and said he hopes for a latge
audience "to encourage these fine
young musicians who take part in this
continuing tradition."




Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will hold its annual
business meeting and election
of officers in the home of Mrs.
Henry McKenzie at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Alfred Lindsey as
cohostess.
Auditions for Murray State
University summer theatre
production of "Twilight
Cabaret" at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park will
be at 6 p.m. in Room 347, Price
Do) le Fine Arts Center, MSU.
First Regional Girls'
Basketball Tournament will
open at the Murray Ste
University Fieldhouse.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Wilmer are scheduled
to meet at? p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Mrs. T. C. Collie at? p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Miss
Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
GAs of First Baptist Church
will meet as follows: Grades 1
to 4 at 2:45 p.m. and Grades 5
and 6 at 3:15 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Singles Unlimited will meet
abylhe social hall of the First
United Methodist Church at
7:30 p.m. with Carolyn
Reagan to continue her
lessons on yoga. This is open
to all single adults, regardless
of reason, over 18 years of age.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North-at
Johnny Robertson Road. •
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. This is open






Miss Sally Clay Mataranzo,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. S.M.
Matarazzo, 1602 Keenland
Drive, Murray, has been
elected house president of the
Epsilon Omega Chapter of
Kappa Delta Social Sorority at
the University of Kentucky for
1979.




sponsored by St. Leo's
Catholic Church Women's
Guild will be held at noon at
Gleason Hall. Reservations at
$1.50 each should be made
with Sallie Gay, Amanda Bila,
or Mary Gertzen.
New Providence Riding
Club will meet at Seven Seas
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. All
members and interested
persons are invited.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Linda Roach.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:20 p.m. for
transportation to the Clara
Eagle Gallery, Murray State,
for the tour and coffee hour.
This is an open meeting.
Kappa Department ,Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house for
program on -Family Coun-
selling.-
Tuesday, March 6
Group II, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at 2
p.m. in the church library with
Mesdames Nelle Robbins,
Hazel Wainscott, and Lochie
Hart as hostesses. Rev. Dr.
David Roos will give the
program and Mrs. Estelle
McDougal, the devotion.
First United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 10 a.m. at Hale
Chapel with coffee at 9:30 a.m.
and executive board at 9 a.m.
Week of Prayer for Home
Missions program will be at
chapel of the First Baptist
Church at9:30a.m.
--Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., handwork and
visiting at 1Q30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and blood pressure
check at 1 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
the Dexter Center.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Karl Hussung at 10
a.m.; Dorothy with Mrs.
Brent Outland at 10:30 a.m.;
Bea Walker with Mrs. Evon
Kelly at 7:30 p.m.
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continue at Murray State
Fieldhouse.
Annual Murray State winter
band concert with Prof. Paul
W. Shahan as conductor will
be at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium. There is no ad-
mission charge and the public
is invited.
Public debate on "Hurrian•
Rights" by Murray State
University with University of
Arkansas at Little Rock will
be in Room 431, Fine Arts
Building, Murray State, at
3:30 p.m. The public is invited
and there is no admission
charge.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will hold their week of
• prayer program at the home
of Elects Fulkerson at 1:30
p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the church at 7 p.m.




Church Women are scheduled




Women, and Acteens are
scheduled to meet at the
church at 7 p.m.
Flint Baptist Church
mission groups are scheduled
to meet at the church at 7 p.m.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
p.m. with the lesson to be on
"Sand Casting" and Geneva
Ferguson as hostess.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
will have its week of prayer
for home missions program at
the church at 7 p.m. with the
Brotherhood in charge of the
study.
Children's concert for
students of Murray and
Calloway County Schools by
the Murray State Symphonic
Band, directed by Prof. Paul
W. Shahan, will be at 8:45 and
10 a.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State. This is spon-
sored by the Music Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Wildlife film, "Return to the
Tetons," will be shown at the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State, at? p.m. This is
free and open to the public.
First Region boys'
basketball tournament will





Jackstin, Tenn. - Paula
Emile Mischke, daughter of
the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr. of Murray has
been named to the Lambuth
College Dean's list for the fall
term, according to Dr. Walter
H. Whybrew, executive vice
president and dean of the
college.
To be eligible for this honor
roll, a student taking 16 or
more hours must earn a grade
point average of 3.25 or above.















mixed fruit in syrup,
thaVed
Halve each grapefruit cross-
wise; cut around sections and
flip out; turn sections into a
strainer to drain thoroughly.
Drain juice from grapefruit
cups; with a kitchen scissors
cut out dividing membranes.
With pinking shears, cut a thin
strip from around top edge of
each cup to notch. Return well-
drained grapefruit sections to
cups. Top with the mixed fruit
and its syrup. Makes 4
servings.
Wedding Anniversary
Rece s tion Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Filbeck
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L Filbeck of Benton Route 3 will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception
given by their children in the fellowship hall of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located at the Calloway-
Marshall County line off the Penny-Airport Road, on Stirklay,
March 11, between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
All friends and relatives are cordially invited to attend.
Only out of town invitations are being sent. No gifts are ex-
pected as this is just a social reception honoring Mr. and Mrs.
Filbeck.
The Filbecks were married March 12, 1929, in Murray, with
L. L. Jones, minister, officiating. Their attendants were
William Filbeck and Pawnee Burchett ) Bedwell.
Mrs. Filbeck, the former Treva Thweatt, is the daughter of
the late W. W. and 011ie Thweatt of Marshall County. Mr.
Filbeck is the son of the late Lonnie and Nancy Filbeck, also
of Marshall County.
Mr. and Mrs. Filbeck have four children-Mrs. Dorothy
Nichols, Taylor, Mich., Mrs. Lora Frazee, Detroit, Mich., Joe
Neal Filbeck, Deaborn Heights, Mich., and Mrs. Barbara
Thompson, Benton.
They have five grandchildren-Mrs. Sherry Scott, Dorinne
and Julia Frazee, and Jackie and Jennifer Thompson; three
great grandchildren-Eric Scott, Lora Scott, and April
Frazee; four step grandchildren-Jim, Tammy, and Lonnie




By Abigail Van Buren
19'9 by Chicago Tflbunb-N V Newt Syncl Inc
DEAR ABBY: I have been corresponding with a man in an
out-of-state prison for quite a number of months. We have
never met. I started writing to him because a mutual friend
asked me to. You might say I did it as an act of kindness.
He is serving time for armed robbery. From his letters, I
am not convinced that he has learned his lesson. He has a lot
of anger and hostility in him.
My problem is that he thinks he is falling in love with me.
I do not feel the same. (We've exchanged pictures.) I care for
him as a friend and would like to keep in touch, but not at
the risk of endangering myself. He might get out in six
months; I don't want a lovesick, rejected ex-con on my
hands, if you know what I mean.
How do I go about letting him know I don't want a roman-
tic relationship with him? I don't want to hurt his feelings,
but I certainly don't want him for an enemy either. Please
advise.
OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE
DEAR OK IE: Be honest. Write your pen pal and tell him
you hope that he isn't falling in love with you because your
feelings for him are strictly platonic.
DEAR ABBY: I work in the Department of Vital
Statistics, but nobody listens to us. Maybe they will listen to
Dear Abby.
If you anticipate a need for your birth certificate (in apply-
ing for a passport, Social Security, entering a new school, or
for any other reason), DON'T wait until the last minute.
Write to the Department of Vital Statistics in the city where
you were born and request your birth certificate to have on
hand in case you need it.
Don't wait until two weeks before you take a trip to a
foreign country. It sometimes takes THREE MONTHS to
get a birth certificate. (Everyone waits until May or June.)
A letter stating that your birth is on file is NOT accept
able. You must produce the certificate itself (with the
raised seal) in most instances.
If for any reason your birth is not recorded, this will give
you plenty of time to file a delayed birth certificate before
you need it.
Please be wise and act accordingly.
JACKSONVILLE JOURNAL FAN
DEAR FAN: All right, all you readers out there who
weren't born yesterday, please take note!
DEAR READERS: For 23 years I've been helping you
with your problems. Now is your chance to help me with
mine.
If you should see DEAR ABBY T-shirts, nightgowns or
anything else for sale bearing my name, please let me know
where it was purchased. (The name of the store and city.)
The DEAR ABBY name is being used without my penal/I-
sis. and in order to protect my copyright I must take legal
action against the manufacturers. Will you please help me to
track them down? Many thanks.
DEAR ABBY
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or • ple dorour-own-tbing ceremony, get
Abby'. mow booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Bend $1 and a isag, stamped 12g costal salt-addressed




Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - 1 am
a bachelor and, quite frank-
ly, my cooking leaves a lot to
be desired I eat intermit-
tently,at best and wonder if I
should- start taking vita-
mins. The question is, are
there better brands than oth-
ers and can vitamins re-
place a good dietary intake?
DEAR READER - I wish
people would get their vita-
mins and minerals from
good wholesome foods.
That's the way nature
planned things. There are
people who do not eat a good,
balanced diet, for a variety
of reasons, and these are the
ones who should take vita-
mins. Many people who live
alone, young or old, don't eat
properly. This is sometimes
related to lack of cooking
ability, as you confess. In
other instances it is from
lack of interest or just plain
difficulties in cooking for
one person.
I don't think it makes a lot
of difference which vitamin




FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Kentucky Arts Commission
will be holding a series of
grant-writing workshops for
nonprofit arts organizations
and community groups that
are planning to apply for arts
program grants this spring.
The workshops will begin at
9 a.m. and will include
discussion of grant writing
techniques, sample grants,
qualities of a good project and
new federal regulations
regarding the handicapped
which grant recipients will
have to comply with beginning
July 1.
The workshops are free, but
interested groups should pre-
register with the Kentucky
Arts Commission, 302
Wilkinson St., Frankfort, Ky.
40601





Village State Resort Park
March 30 (Friday) Owen-
sboro, Owensboro Museum of
Fine Art, 901 Frederica St.
March 31 (Saturday)
Louisville, Youth Performing
Arts Center, 1517 S. Second St.






you take an all-purpose vita-
min tablet you can buy at
any grocery store which con-
tains the recommended
daily allowances RDA for
all the important vitamins.
-I'm also sending ycu The
Health Letter number 4-6.
Balanced Diet, Recom-
mended Daily Dietary Al-
lowances t RDA i to give you
my thoughts on what you
should be eating. Others who
want this information can
send 50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
There is nothing wrong
with taking vitamins, if you
need them. I bglieve some
older people's vitamin re-
quirements are increased.
The hazards in vitamins are
associated with taking large
amounts, more than the rec-
ommended daily allowance.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have just given birth to a
baby with the Down syn-
drome and congenital
leukemia. Both the baby and
I were extremely anemic.
He is at the children's hospi-
tal in the intensive care unit
now with a very uncertain
prognosis. I would appreci-
ate any information you can
give me about this birth
defect.
DEAR READER - The
classic characteristics show
a rounded head with physi-
cal features that resemble
those commonly ascribed to
orientals. That's a very su-
perficial distinction, howev-
er, because you can readily
tell a baby of oriental par-
ents born with this defect.
You are going to hear a lot
about this problem so I will
confine my remarks to two
points that you might not
hear. In the past, it has
commonly been said that
women over 35 were the ones
who gave birth to children
with the Down syndrome.
More recent evidence shows
that only 20 percent of chil-
dren with the Down syn-
drome were born to women
over 35 and 80 percent to
women below the age of 35.
Most births are from women
below 35. These women have
90 percent of all babies born.
The abnormal gene for the
Down syndrome doesn't nec-
essarily come from the
mother. Recent studies have
shown that the chromo-
somes from the father cause
the Down syndrome in about
one out of four cases.
There is a slight increased
risk that parents who have
had one child with the Down
syndrome may have another
one with the second preg-
nancy. If you wish, you can
have tests made during the
early phase of future preg-
nancies to detemine whether
or the child has the Down
Syndrome. The test is done
on fluid around the baby that




Applicants for the fourth annual Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant to be held Sunday, May 20 at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, must be five years of age and no
more than eight years of age by June 30, 1979.
The pageant will be sponsored by the Omicron Alpha
Chapter of the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of
the World Society with Judy Scruggs as chairperson.
Mrs. Scruggs said all applicants must also be residents of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Prepageant activities will
be scheduled throughout the day on Saturday, May 19.
Persons wishing further information concerning the
pageant and application forms should contact Marilyn
Herndon, 753-8072, or write Kentucky Little Miss Pageant,




attar a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you maks themost of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of factsto save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
I/T.070Fr,




During Jerry's Super Shri ast
you can get 21 golden styirn cole
slaw, french fries ancr a hot roll
with butter...All for only $3.49.





























































Your Individual  7)e.
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1379
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erotA
Put some of your creative
energy into household plan-
ning. You'll find new ways to
make home an attractive
place for others to visit.
TAURUS
641(Apr. 20 to May 20)
A creative idea has money-
making potential, but also
merits in its own right. Save
time later for the development
of artistic thoughts.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)11•94"
Optimism about financial
prospects makes you feel good
about yourself. Window-
shopping may lead to the
purchase of something nice.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 00
Take time out to recharge
your energies. A short nap
should have you raring to go.
Let inner peace shine outward
for your best success.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) atg
You should be feeling
mellow re a social situation.
Relax and drift with the
currents of your imagination.
Privacy is accented.
VIRGO tpk
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP
A get-together with a
business associate may mark
the beginning of a new
friendship. Save time for
socializing in the p.m.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An
A talk with a trusted adviser
has you optimistic about
career prospects. You may
want to save some time later
to mull these ideas over.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) n1/45.
Moderate financial gains
are possible now. Talks with
educators or advisers should
go well. Check for bargains or
travel.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) eigtO.
A mate or close ally may
have good news regarding a
financial matter. Joint
financial ventures are favored
by today's stellar trends.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Accept help from a close one
on a work project. Shared
tasks may lead later to some
leisure time spent together.
Accent harmony.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 30 to Feb. 18)
Spending a few hours of
Leisure time on a work-related
project pays off. Add
something cheerful to your
office decor.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20))0U
Plan something special for
family members or invite a
close one to your home. Later,
you might want to step out for
added fun.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
good sense of humor. You can
succeed at business, but your
imaginative and emotional
nature inclines you more to
the arts. You'd find con-
tentment as a musician, poet,
actor, painter, or writer. Your
ready identification with the
sufferings of mankind also
makes you suited for the care
of the sick. Avoid
procrastination and worry.
With a mission in life, you
forget about yourself. Bir-
thdate of: Ring Lardner,
writer; Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, poet; and Lou
Costello, comedian.
THE EAST ELEMENTARY junior Beta Club recently installed new officers and initiated
all new members. To be a member of Junior Beta a student must maintain a 90
average in all subject areas and must also maintain a B average in conduct. A Junior
Beta member must also be considered an outstanding individual in his actions as well
as his academic areas. Pictured above is the installation of officers. Shown from left to
right are Mark Torsak, Perry Cooper, Ronnie Bryan, Tina Housden, Jeff Garrison, Rick
Wagoner, Mrs. Pat Seiber, sponsor, and W.T. Patterson, sponsor. Pictured below are
the junior Beta's new members. They are from left to right, back row Ftichi Rowland,
Carlie Morrison, Dale Torsak, Hope Grogran, Lori Yarborough and Judy Daniels, front
row, Molena Norsworthy, Joanna Herndon, Rhonda Jones, Dawn Hale, Betty Garner,
jeanetta Geurin and Vicky Bogard.
BRIGHT
COLORS!
You chose the colors! At that time,
they were exactly right for you.
Those colors will stay that way with
our expert Sanitone drycleaning.
Bright and clear! Colors you love'
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Clarinette -95 by Reiillitie
22 9 ,%299
Complete home stereo entertainment center'
Record your own tapes from phono, off-the-
air, or use the mike jacks or aux input. Dual VU
meters, tuning meter, tape output, headphone
jack. Three-way air-suspension speaker sys-
tems in 22" high cabinets. Hinged dust cover.
13-1202
AM/FM DIGITRON CLOCK RADIO





19 5 SAVEReg. 33o/
Gives ultra-brilliant blue-
white flash that's adjust-






Rise 'n shine to music or buzzer alarm'
Snooze alarm gives you a few extra
minutes rest, sleep switch lets you fall
asleep to music. Big, easy-to-read green
















Hear less hiss, more mu-




Our Super Color Special
compares to antennas











tenna for finest possi-















measures oral or rectal
temperature in sec-
onds. Battery extra. 63-652
PRINT/DISPLAY
DESK CALCULATOR
EC-3003 by Radio Shack
9995Reg.109"
SAVE $10
Bright green 10-digit display—plus a
paper tape printout' Auto-rounding, 4
key dual memory With paper U L listed
65-646
ALPHA-NUMERIC CALCULATOR
EC-4002 by Radio Shack
•••••••••mi•
p95 SAVEReg $1069"
Stores up to 30 lines of 6 letters







Ideal for your work-
bench' Measures AC
DC volts DC current
resistance 22-204
WHEREVER YOU LIVE. WORK OR PLAY. THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU,
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
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Workman's Comp
Needs Correction
FRANKFORT — One of the pressing
problems of Kentucky that the 1980
legislature needs to correct is its work-
men's compensation law.
, It is hindering the attraction of new
industry to the state and may have been
,the reason for some industry leaving
the state.
Both labor and industry are willing to
pay injured workmen a fair amonnt for
job-related injuries, but present laws
permit a transgression that keeps
compensation insurance rates higher
than surrounding states.
The real problem as viewed by
business and industry is the law that
provides for partial permanent
disability. Even some labor leaders
agree that the law is unfair.
Take a hypothetical case: A man
loses a portion of a finger or hand. He is
allowed permanent partial disability
.for life. He receives a weekly or
'monthly payment from workmen's
'compensation insurance, a fund that all
.business must contribute to according
to its number of workers and the
established risk in its type of business.
No one is excempt.
Now, this man returns to his job, or a
similar job, and makes the same
amount of money, or the going rate at
the moment, as he made when he was
injured. Yet, he continues to receive the
disability payment although it is not
hindering him from holding his job.
Unfortunately, Kentucky has two of
the highest industries risks in the
country.. coal mining and the timber
industry. These rateutre high. In some
cases the insurance rates amount to
about the same as the weekly wage the
employe draws.
Black Lung has also brought on high
costs in workmen's compensation.
Many coal companies have long been
out of business that employed persons
who won Black Lung compensation.
This is not. to say that the men are not
entitled to the payment. It is to explain
that current business and industry
must pay the compensation for those
who are long out of business, and this
makes the present rates high.
There has been some discussion that
some more economical system should
be set up to pay the claims. Even the
federal government shouldered part of
the load.
Many of the larger corporations have
been self assured and others have
looked into the matter, but sometimes
their costs can run as high or even
higher than the state fund, depending
upon their experience record. The
permanent partial injury award is
responsible for this, or at least part of
it.
In what many believe was an effort
by Governor Wendell Ford to reduce
the cost of workmen's compensation
insurance, a law was passed during his
term that took in all business that had
one employe. Prior to this, a business
had to have three or more employes
before it was required to carry work-
men's compensation insurance.
A lawyer with one secretary, s doctor
with a receptionist, or any business
firm with just one employe now has to
pay workmen's compensation in-
surance on that employe.
Admittedly, the cost may not be high
in the case of the one employe where
injuries on the job seldom occurait * a
business cost that many resent. Of
course, this cost must be passed on to
the consumer.
Business and industry have the
feeling there must be a better and a
cheaper way to compensate the injured
worker. No one wants to leave him
unpaid, but all want to reduce the cost.
The Special Fund may be one of the
culprits, for at one time or another all
covered firms must pay into it if the
special fund gets below being able to
cover the injured.
No one has come up with a solution
yet, but the 1980 legislature ought to
make an effort to solve the problem.
'MARTIN 
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
..you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Do people from
,Heartline ever conduct door-to-door
-Surveys? A man came to my door
.saying he was with Heartline. He had
no card or anything. I would not let him
in. — J.E.
No — not door-to-door. Heartline does
conduct surveys, both by phone and in
person.aKut our surveys concern older
Americans and aging, so it would be a
waste of time to go door-to-door, since
not every home is the residence of a
senior citizen. Instead, when we do go
into the home, we only go to the homes
of persons who have written to Hear-
Hine. We always send a letter out first,
announcing the approximate time we
might visit and we carry identification.
If you are not sure, do not let anyone in
your home. Home surveys are new for
Heartline, just recently implemented,
and only in Ohio and Indiana at this
time. The results of our surveys are
sent out to various government
agencies and elected officials.
HEARTLINE: My father told me
that my mother cannot draw Social
Security from his account unless he
gives his permission. They have not
spoken to each other since their divorce
three years ago, and he keeps telling
others in the family that he is going to
see to it that she doesn't get any
benefits. My father is now drawing
Social Security and my mother will be
62 in May. They were married for 10
years and 7 months. Can he stop my
mother from getting Social Security on
his account? She is worried sick about
this. Neither of them has remarried -
R.W.
When your mother turns age 62, she
will be eligible for Social Security
divorced wife's benefits from your
father's account. He cannot stop her
from receiving these benefits. The only
thing that could have disqualified her
for these benefits is remarriage before
the age of 60. Since a person should sign
up for Social Security benefits about
three months before they want their
benefits to start, your mother should
sign up for the benefits now. She will
need her marriage license, a copy of the
divorce decree, proof of her ags, his
Social Security number and her Social
Security number. She will be entitled to
37.5 percent of his age 65 benefits.
HEARTLINE: Can Medicare cancel
my Medicare coverage? -- K.D
You have Medical Hospital Insurance
( Part "A") because of working the
necessary number of quarters under
Social Security covered jobs. Because
you are fully insured by having the
correct number of quarters), this
guarantees you Medicare coverage as
long as you live, or as long as you want
the coverage. Medicare Medical In-
surance (Part "B") is also guaranteed
as long as you pay the premiums or
authorize Social Security to deduct the
premiums from your Social Security
check.
For this and other types of in-
formation on the Medicare program,
Heartline makes available our Guide to
Medicare. To order, send $1.75 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
Dayton St. West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.








Every year tens of millions of
animals are trapped through the use of
the steel leg-hold trap — beavers,
squirrels, coyotes, foxes, muskrats,
raccoons, rabbits, even birds. Millions
of dogs and cats — much loved pets —
fall victim to the trap, which does not
discriminate among its victims. It
makes no difference to the individuals
who set the traps.
It makes no difference to them that
these animals struggle for days,
sometimes weeks, suffering
unimaginable anguish and fear,
hunger, thirst, freezing cold, and
exhaustion. In their desperate efforts to
free their trapped legs, they only
succeed in tearing their flesh, breaking
their bones, or smashing their teeth
against the hard steel of their cruel
captor.





1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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The Calloway missionary Rigdon departed for —Pennsylvania
where he briefly succeeded in establishing The Church of Christ at
Pittsburgh. In his last years he lived at Friendship, N. Y. Sidney
Rigdon holds a unique and highly interesting place in the early
religious history of Calloway County inasmuch as he was a co-
principal in founding one of the great American churche which
today has gained international recognition. The history of the
Callowayians leaving here with the missionary was perhaps lost in
the fall of Nauvoo and the historic western trek of Mormons into
Utah. However it is hopeful the vast archives kept by the Mormons
in Salt Lake City will reveal the names of those 'who left this
county. Within the past 10 years the Mormons have returned to
Calloway County, have ,established a congregation, and have pur-
chased a site on South 18th Street Where plans are being made to
establish a house of worship. Young male missionaries maintain
a constant presence here as they serve their church on a rotating
basis in fulfillment of each member's commitment to the church.
While reviewing the early history of churches and villages of
early Calloway, a few hamlets quite important in the county's early
growth but subsequently vanishing from the scene should not be
overlooked. These included Shiloh, New Providence, Cold Water
and Backusburg. Shiloh, in the northeastern section of the county,
became quite a shopping center as early as 1870 and in 1885 main-
tain' ed a drug store, tobacco house, blacksmith shop, two physicians
and a Baptist and a Presbyterian church. Incidentally, Shiloh was
named for Shiloh Church, one of the older Baptist societies in the
county.
New Providence boasted 100 inhabitants in 1885 in the south-
eastern part of the county, supporting two stores, tobacco house,
blacksmith shop, three physicians and two churches, Methodist and
Presbyterian. This was a rather thriving section at the time for it
served as a junction point of inland shipping originating on the
Tennessee River in the transportation of freight, into northeastern




the trappers and furriers — to to
justify their cruelty. It is profitable. 'kir)
doubt anyone who engages in tappingN
whether in the name of money, wildlife
management, or "scientific research," /
must develop a system of
rationalization which permits him to
ignore its horrible cruelty. Some even
maintain that an animal whose senses
are superior to man's does not feel the
pain! Others maintain falsely that
trapping keeps down the incidence of
rabies! In all cases, the end justifies the
means. The end justifies the in-
describable horror the trap inflicts
upon defenseless animals.
We think the continued use of this
barbaric device cannot be justified on
any level or for any purpose. Last year
51 congressmen introduced a bill in the
U.S. House of Representatives which
would outlaw the leg-hold trap. Another
Commonwealth Consumer
such bill was introduced last month.
Only when people of sensitivity and
conscience decide to speak out against
this cruelty by writing their
representatives in state and national
government, by writing any agency or
organization which uses the trap, will
the cruelty stop. The animals have no
voice. It is up to you to stop this bar-
barism now.
Those who would like to respond to
this column or would like information
about the Humane Society may write to
the society at 105 E. Sycamore Ex-
tended, Murray, Kentucky, or
telephone 759-4141. Letters to the editor
expressing points of view on the subject
discussed are also welcome. They





Of Your Complaints "
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Many
people gripe about government, but few
ever tell their congressmen or state
legislators about it.
They're the ones who make decisions
affecting your pocketbook, and they
can be swayed by constituent opinions.
Many people don't bother to put their
thoughts in writing because they think
their representatives won't have time
to read them or aren't interested.
One opinion out of hundreds won't
make any difference, people say.
But state legislators are vitally in-
terested in hearing the concerns their
constituents want so they can respond.
It's their ticket to re-election.
Congressmen are farther removed
from the voters, but they too want to
hear from constituents.
U.S. Rep. Morris Udall, 1)-Arizona,
recently published an article in the
Congressional Record, in which he said
one thoughtful, factually persuasive
letter had changed his mind or caused
him to review a decision on several
occasions.
Udall offered these suggestions,
which can be applied to congressional
and legislative mail: Address it
properly; identify the bill or issue
you're concerned about; make it
cimely, and be brief.
Your message will have more impact
on members of Kentucky's
congressional delegation than on the
rest of the House and Senate, and
likewise more impact on your district's
senator or representative in Frankfort.
Funny,
Funny World
Waiter to diner in a fancy French
restaurant: "Monsieur, that yellow
scum on top of the asparagus — as you
put it — happens to be Hollandaise
sauce!"
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Write your own views: a personal
letter is far better than a form letter or
a signature on someone else's petition.
Give your reasons for taking a stand.
Don't just say you're for or against an
issue.
Make constructive suggestions if yau
feel legislation takes the wrong ap-
proach to a problem.
If you have expert knowledge of a
subject, share it with your represen-
tative.
Follow up with a complimentary
letter if it all works out.
Udall advised against making threats
or promises, berating your
congressman or pretending to wield
great political influence. Refrain from
demanding a commitment before the
facts are in.
Finally, don't write too often.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 5, the 64th
day of 1979. There are 301 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1953, Soviet Premier
Josef Stalin died in Moscow after 29
years in power.
On this date:
In 1770, there was a clash between
British soldiers and a crowd in Boston.
The incident became known as the
"Boston Massacre," and it hastened
the American Revolution.
In 1768, the Spanish took possession of
New Orleans from the French.
In 1798, French forces occupied Bern,
Switzerland.
In 1868, the Senate was organized into
a court of Impeachment to decide on
charges against President Andrew
Johnson.
In 1877, the 19th president, Ruther-
ford Hayes, was inaugurated.
Ten years ago: A National Airlines
plane carrying 26 persons from New
York to Miami was diverted to Cuba by
a gunman who robbed a passenger of
$1,700. The plane was returned by
Cuban authorities.
Five years ago: Israeli Premier
Goida Meir formed a new cabinet,
including Moshe Doyen as defense
minister.
One year ago: Miners voted by about
two-to-one against a coal strike set-
tlement.
Today's birthdays: Actor Rex
Harrison is 71. The conductor of the
Cleveland Orchestra, Lorin Maazel is
49.
Thought for today: A decent
provision for the poor is the true test of
civilization — Samuel Johnson, 1700:1$4.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Marine PFC Michael L Pierce, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frelon Pierce, is serving
with the First Marine Division In South ,
Vietnam_
Final enrollment at Murray State
University for the spring semester
stands at 6,731, exactly 100 more than a
year ago, according to Wilson Gantt,
registrar.
Deaths reported include Samuel F.
Holcomb, 90, and Mrs. Lillie S.
Wisehart.
Mike Ward and Ernie Williams of
Murray High School won a trophy for
their debate over Campbellsville High
at the University of Kentucky on March
1.
Mr. and Mrs. Norville Cole announce •
the engagment of their daughter, Ruby
Faye, to Jerry Dee Lamb, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dee Lamb.
"Romero and Juliet" is showing at
the Cheri Theatre.
20 Years Ago
B. W. Edmonds, Murray, manager of
Valley Counties of Kentucky, will
preside at the morning session of the
Farm and Home Program at the West
Kentucky Experiment Substation at
Princeton.
Deaths reported include Ed Todd, 82.
Mr. and Mrs. Beauron H. Elkins
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Jo Ann, to James Lee Harmon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. David Harmon.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Adams and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Odell Tut.
Miss Ann Culpepper, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. L Culpepper, was married
to Robert Spann, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie Spann, on Feb. 14.
South Marshall beat Douglas and
North Marshall beat New Concord in
the first quarter finals of the Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament played at the Sports Arena
at Murray State. High team scorers
were Mathis with 22 for South Marshall,
Jackson with 35 for Douglas, Doyle with
24 for North Marshall, and Stubblefield
with 18 for New Concord.
30 Years Ago
The progress of the local Red Cross
campaign will be graphically recorded
for the public by means of a "graduated
thermometer" about 12 feet high which
has been placed on the court square at
the corner of Main and Fourth Streets.
Deaths reported include W. S.
Jackson.
Named as lettermen in basketball for
this season by Harlan Hodges, coach at
Murray State College, were Charlie
Snow, Zadia Herrold, David Davis,
Harold Loughary, Don Stephenson,
Melvin DeWeese, Rex Alexander, Cliff
Cavender, Benny Purcell, and Jim
Frank.
Wesley Kemper spoke on "Rose
Culture and the Care of Climbing
Roses" at the meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Calvert City beat Sharpe, Benton
best Lynn Grove, Brewers beat Hazel,
and Murray High beat Hardin in games
of the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament played at
Murray State College. High team
scorers were McLemore with 12 for
Calvert City, Barrett with five for
Sharpe, AlikifIS with 20 for Benton, J. D
Howard with 19 for Lynn Grove, Cope
with 26 for Brewers, Taylor with 18 for
Hazel, Hargis with 13 for Murray, and
Conner with eight for Hardin.
Bible Thought
When he arose, he took the young
child and his mother by night, arid
departed into Egypt. Matthew 2:14.
The Holy Family traveled and
clung to each other in times of
trouble. Holy families still love, com-
fort and help each other.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger dr Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Morray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEI.
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes



































































































































This year's First Region
basketball tournament is a
milestone, of sorts. Oh,
Murray State is hosting the
boys event for the, yawn, 31st
consecutive year, according to
the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association office.
But this year's format IS
unique.
It will be the first year the
girls' regional tourney will be
held in the MSU Sports Arena.
In the previous three years of
the event, it was held at
Mayfield High School.
The boys play doesn't start
until Wednesday, but the girls'
draw begins tonight in an
, upper bracket that appears to
be loaded with talent, at least
judging by season results.
Calloway County, runnerup
to Marshall County in the
Fourth District, faces Heath,
Second District champ, in the
opener at 7 p.m. Calloway is
17-3; Heath, 21-3. The two
teams met once this season,
and the Lakers won 47-33.
That game was closer than
the final score indicated. Only
after Calloway outscored the
Pirates 21-7 in the final period
did they ice the contest.
Fulton County, the First
District runner-up and 13-6,
tackles Lowes, the Third
District champion, in the
second contest at 8:45 p.m.
The Blue Devils, the region's
defending champion, own 22
consecutive victories since
falling to Ballard County in
their season opener.
The combined won-lost
mark of the upper bracket is
73-13, compared to the lower
bracket's 51-36 mark.
Marshall County ranks as a
definite favorite in the latter,
which begins play Tuesday.
The Marshals, 19-2, edged
Calloway 51-48 Saturday
night. They take on Wingo, at
8-10 one of two teams with
losing records, at 7 p.m.. The
Indians were runners-up in the
Third District.
Carlisle County, which
stunned Fulton County in the
district final, is 15-8 and faces
St. Mary, 9-16, the Second
District runner-up, at 8:45
p.m..
The winning first-round
girls teams will get plenty of
rest after their opening
games. The semifinals and
finals are set for Monday and
Tuesday, March 12-13.
Reserved chair seats are $3,
and general admission prices
are $1 for students and $2 for
adults.
Tonight's picks:
Calloway 54, Heath 48
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Calloway County (17-3) vs Heath (214), 7 p.m.
Fulton County (1343) vs Lowes (22-1),8:45. 
orts
Marshall County's Jill Bennett drives around Calloway County's Melissa Miller during the Fourth
District championship game Saturday night. The Marshals won 51-48, but both teams advanced





RICHMOND — A con-
troversial decision by referees
Burrel Crowell and Ralph
Stout helped Eastern Ken-
tucky earn a bid to the NCAA
Mideast Regional tour-
nament, but Colonels Coach
Ed Byhre said his team
proved its worth over the
season.
"You play 14 games to
determine the conference
champion," Byhre said after
Eastern's 78-77 Ohio Valley
Conference tournament
victory over arch-rival
Western Kentucky. "We won
the title by two games. I don't
see how the teams below us
can say they're the champs."
But Western Coach Gene
Keady took exception, saying
the Hilltoppers were robbed




became incidental in the near-
violence that followed as
Crowell and Stout debated at
length whether Eastern's
Dave Tierney had been fouled
before time expired on a tip-in
attempt.
For fully five minutes after
the buzzer, the coaches hurled
charges and countercharges.
The Hilltoppers, meanwhile,
trotted off the floor, their fans
in hot pursuit with red towels
waving, thinking Western had
clawed out a 77-76 victory.
Crowell and Stout got no
help from the scorer's table
and were forced to make the
decision alone. They ruled the
foul occurred before time
expired and waved Tierney to
the foul line, where he dropped
in a pair of free throws.
His score ended a scene in
which Byhre had to be forcibly
restrained from charging the
timekeeper and Western
assistant Coach Ray Hite; in
which Keady, nearly
speechless with rage, shot
back onto the playing floor; in
which the celebration by
Western fans turned to
stupefied silence.
"They made a cowardly
decision," said Keady. "You
have got to show some
courage out there. We got the
game taken away from us.
"I looked at the clock. The
game was clearly over. The
clock said zero-zero-zero and
the ball was still on the rim.
"The scoreboard said we
lost, so I'm not going to argue
that," he added sarcastically.
"I hope Eastern wins the
NCAA title."
Western, 17-11, lodged a
protest shortly after the game,
and OVC commissioner Bob
Vanatta said he would meet
today to review the evidence
with officials from the two
schools and the referees.
Under the NCAA pairings
announced Sunday, Eastern,
21-7, is scheduled to face
Tennessee in a subregional of
the Mideast Regional Friday
at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Angie Fere,' exults after the Calloway County girls took the lead lete in the game against Mar-
shall County Saturday night. The Marshals rallied, though, to defeat the Laken 5148 for Ibe_
Fourth District Tournament. ':tuff Photos tyy Tony WHIM
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Disappointments, Whip
Lakers For District Title
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The Marshall County girls
played actual basketball for
only about four minutes
Saturday night, says coach
Donna Perry, but even she
must admit it was rather
timely.
The Marshals' Donetta
Cothran scored 20 points,
including the tie-breaking
layup, to help her squad to a
51-48 victory for the cham-
pionship of the Fourth District
Tournament in the MSU
Sports Arena.
The contest was tied at 44-all
for nearly two minutes before
a free throw by Cothran that
gave Marshall County its
advantage. A three-point play
by Calloway's Stephanie
Wyatt gave the Lakers' a
short-lived lead before
Cothran followed with the
layup to put the Marshals on
top for good.
"We nearly gave it away by
not playing well at all most of
the game," said Perry, whose
team stands 19-2 and will face
Wingo in a first-round game of
the First Region Tournament
Tuesday in the Sports Arena.
Calloway, 17-3, takes on
Heath tonight at 7 p.m. in a
contest that will open regional
action.
"I just have two things to
say," said Calloway coach
Marianne Davis. "We had a
rotten night at the free-throw
line, and we'll be back in it
during the regionals."
Actually, both teams had
rotten nights at the free-throw
line. Calloway hit only 4-of-11
tries, while the Marshals were
good on just 5 of 13.
Both Marshall County and
Calloway had earned the right
to play for the title after
defeating Murray High. The
Marshals topped the Tigers 53-
33 Thursday, and Calloway
saved itself from elimination
with a 60-52 triumph over the
defending district champions
Friday.
"I think our defense pulled
us through," Perry said. Her
team used a variety of zones,
but stuck mostly with the
tough 1-3-1 that had given
Murray High so many
problems. "We were




Perry admits her team's
strong point is its overall
depth, and the two games they
Hall Says NIT Bid
Wasn't Surprise
LEXINGTON — Kentucky
basketball Coach Joe Hall
says his Wildcats' bid to the
National Invitation Tour-
nament was "a compliment to




among 24 college basketball
teams extended bids Sunday
to the NIT, which will open
Wednesday night with first-
round games at six sites.
"We kind of anticipated that
we would be considered very
strongly for a bid, so it's not
totally unexpected," Hall said
in a telephone interview.
"We're very happy with it.
This was a rebuilding year for
us, and to be picked for a
Tickets To Sell
At Murray High
Tickets for the Wednesday
night session of the First
Region Basketball Tour-
nament in the MSU Sports
Arena will go on sale at
Murray High School Tuesday
in the principal's office.
The Murray High boys,
Fourth District champions,
face Carlisle County Wed-
nesday at 7 p.m. in the boys
opener.
Tickets, which are $3 for
reserved chair, $2 for general
admission adults and $1 for
students, will be available
until 3 p.m. on both Tuesday
and Wednesday.
• 
national tournament at the
end of the season is a com-
pliment to the way this young
club has _come together."
After six games in nine
days, the Wildcats' immediate
plans include "a little rest,"
he said.
played served as good
examples. Cothran scored
only four points in the Mar-
shals' win over Murray, while
Barbara Faughn and Jill
Bennett had 17 and
respectively.
Against Calloway, though,
Faughn was limited to four
points and Bennett, eight. Lori
Barrett aided Cothran's effort
with 12 points.
Mina Todd, who sat out
much of Calloway's opening
district triumph in foul
trouble, led the Lakers with 17
points, and Rose Ross added
11. It was Todd's 15-400ter that
gave Calloway its biggest
advantage — 38-29 — with 46
seconds left in the third
quarter.
But the Marshals outscored
the Lakers 14-4 over the en-
suing five minutes for their
first advantage since the first




pointing showing in the
district tourney last year,
when it entered the event with
a sparkling 16-1 record.
Their hopes were dashed
after back-to-back losses to
Calloway and an underdog
Murray team. Both Calloway
and Murray advanced to the
regional tourney, while the





Mina Tocid 8-20 1-2 19
ti)
2 17
Rose Roes 5-11 1-3 2 4 11
Dawn Redden 5-13 0-1 5 2 10
Stephanie Wyatt 14 2-3 2 4
What Wtncheeter 1-5 0-2 2 2 2
Kim Willie 1-1 0-0 5 2 2
Melissa Miller 14 0-0 7 5 2
Totals 2949 4-11 48 19 4$
Marshall Co. 18 5-13 13 51
Marshall c. — Donetta Cothran 70.4
20; Jill Bennett 3 2-6 8; Julie Lawrence 0
4-6 4; Barbara Faughn 2 0-1 4; Lori.
Barren 5 2-2 12, Changan 2123
Marshall
Calkosay
14 6 11 20-51




























Practice Limited To Urology •
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Murray High principal Roy Weatherly (left) presents the Fourth District basketball peonye to assistant principal John Nina, who
accepted for coach Cary Miller, as the Tiger squad looks on. Murray faces Carlisle County in the first round of the First Region
Tournament Wednesday. Staff Photos by Tony Wilson
Connors Captures U.S. Indoor
By the Associated Press
MEMPHIS, Term. - Jimmy
Connors, who was expected to
announce today his marriage
to former Playboy magazine




Arthur Ashe 6-4, 5-7, 6-3
Sunday to win a record-tying
fifth U.S. National Indoor
Tennis Championship. The
last man to win the national
indoor title five times was
Wylie Grant early in the
century.
Shortly afterward, ac-




ORLANDO, Fla. - The first
two times Bob Byman at-
tempted to gain his playing
rights on the American pro
golf tour, he failed.
"It was," he said, "a
blessing in disguise."
After the first failure, he
played the mini-tours, and
won a couple of tournaments.
After the second, he and wife
.3fichelle packed up and went
to Europe. In 1977, he won the
Dutch and Scandanavian
Opens and, later in the year,
won the New Zealand Open.
-Those were definite
stepping stones," he said after
scoring his first American
victory Sunday-With a par on
the second hole of a sudden-
death playoff against John
Schroeder in the Bay Hill
Citrus Classic.
"I had to have those step-
ping stones, that experience,
to be able to handle the
pressures and the demands of
this tournament. I'm not sure
I could have won without that
experience. Probably not,
said the 23-yearold Byman.
Byman, who won his
American playing rights last
spring, had a one-shot lead
going into the final round but
dropped back into a tie with
Schroeder at 278, six-under-
par, with a bogey-bogey finish
in regulation play. Byman
played the last round in par 71.
cording to a tournament of-
ficial, Connors was stricken
with nausea. He did not ap-
pear for the customary post-
match interview at the
Racquet Club and was




courtside, left the club with
him. Tournament director
Tommy Buford said they had
been flown by private plane to
Connors' home in Belleville,'
"He seems to have the same
24-hour thing- that's been
sweeping through here," said
Buford. "If it had gotten him
half an 'hour earlier, we
wouldn't have had a final
because when it hits, it hits
really hard."
Connors did not appear to be
sick during the match, the
second time in five weeks he
has beaten Ashe in a big final.
He also won a tough three-
setter at the U.S. Pro Indoor in
Philadelphia.
In his brief victory remarks
before leaving the court,
Connors said, "I want to
congratulate Arthur. No, let
me put it another way. I had to
bring out everything I had. I
had to move great, play great,
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Ashe was visibly disap-
pointed at failing to capture
the only U.S. tennis title he
never has won.
Appalachian State Wins




doesn't have the glamorous
athletic history of the Notre
Dames and Marquettes, but
the Mountaineers are on equal
footing with them - at least
for the time being.
They reached that lofty
status by winning the
Southern Conference playoffs
Sunday with an 86-83 victory
over Furman and joining the
40-team field in the NCAA
playoffs.
-This is the happiest
moment of my coaching
career," said Appalachian
State Coach Bobby Cremins,
drenched with champagne in
the winners' dressing room.
can't tell you what a great
feeling I have. I've never hhad
such a feeling about our team
and I never expected to have
such a feeling so early in my
coaching career."
Only in his fourth season at
Appalachian State, Cremins
was able to bring home the
school's first Southern Con-
ference title in history.
Notre Dame and Marquette,
meanwhile, also were bound
for the NCAA playoffs, but
their springboard into the
prestigious post-season
tourney was dampened by
season-ending losses. Second-
ranked Notre Dame was upset
by Michigan 62-59 and No.10




taking bids for NCAA playoff
victories during the weekend
'were:
Top-ranked Indiana State,
which won the Missouri Valley
Conference playoff Saturday
with a 69-59 decision over New
Mexico State; third-ranked
UCLA defeated Stanford 99-71
to win the Pacific-10 Con-
ference championship; No.7
North Carolina won the
Atlantic Coast Conference
playoffs with a 71-63 decision
over No.5 Duke; No.9
Arkansas defeated No. 14
Texas 39-38 in the final of the
Southwest Conference tour-
nament, and Tennessee
defeated Kentucky 75-69 in
overtime in the final of the
first Southeastern Conference




nailed down an at-large berth
with a 66-58 decision over No.6




Michigan State, which already
is assured of a berth in the
NCAA tournament, suffered
an 83-81 upset to Wisconsin in
a Big Ten game Saturday.
The Kentucky Wildcats, last
year's national champiions
have been beaten 11 times this
years, one of their worst
showings in history. But, they
are one of three Southeastern
Conference teams heading to
the National Invitational
Tournament. The other SEC
teams are Mississippi State
and Alabama.
There are 24 teams in this
year's NIT - the largest in
history.
The NIT also included three
teams each from the Big Ten





Manley, a native of Essex,
England, placed fifth of 15
competitors in the pentathlon
to highlight the Murray State
women's track team's par-
ticipation in the Memphis
Nationals this weekend.
The event closed the indoor
season for the Racers.
Manley won the high jump
and long jump in rolling up
3,572 points.
Karen Wilson reached the
semifinals of the 60-yard high
hurdles, and Cindy Ferrand
and Mary Jane Gates corn-
peted in the high jump.
Murray opens its outdoor
season March 23-24 at the
Florida Relays in Gainesville.
FCA To Meet
The Murray chapter of the
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes will meet Tuesday at
7 p.m. in the Racer Room of
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Matt Tuitele, a former
National Football League
player, will be the featured
guest. Also on the agenda will




TUNE-UP BRAKES HT TRUCKS FOREIGN CA
See Us Now For Spring Car Service
$688
 Includes up to five quarts
malor brand 10/30 oil
Oil filter extra if needed
HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS
• Chassis lubrication and oil • Please call for appointment







P 185175R 13 fits BR 78- 13 Whitewall
plus $2 00 E I and old tire
On almost any road, in almost any kind
of weather, Tiempo's 10.000 hard-work-
ing tread edges give you the grip you
need. Piaci with radial construction, you
get a dividend in gas-savmg economy•








P195/751114 111014 tat se $2.36
P205/15414 f03.14 me is $2.52
P225/75Ris 0117$44 taste' $2.62





P225031113 44571-15 $77 se 42.55
P235)75ItTi 1.475-15 $4214-* $3.04
121 S. 12Th Streei
FRONT-END
ALIGNMENT




HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rotate all four tires suspension and steering systems
• Set caster, camber, and toe-in • Most U.S. cars, some imports
to proper alignment • Inspect
Warranted Ile days or 3,000 miles, whichever canes first
Brake Service -Your Choice
HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new
front brake pads and grease seals
• Resurface front rotors • Repack on
front wheel bearings • Check cali-
pers and hydraulic system • Add
fluid (does not include rear wheels)
Warranted 12 months or 12,000
include listed parts and labor -
no extra charge for air conditioned Cars.
$4 lest for electronic ignition.
mturs navel arms SMITS
• Electronic engine, charging, and starting
systems, analysis • Install new points, pigs,
condenser. rotor • Set dwell and timing • Ad.
ant carburelde • Includes Datum. Toyota, VIV,
and light trucks
Werrestsil N days et 3,00e wiles,
Widmer owes Writ
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake
lining, all 4 wheels • New front
grease seals • Resurface drums •
Repack front bearings • Inspect hy-
draulic system • Add fluid • Most
U.S. cars. most Oaf sun. Toyota. VW
miles, whichever comes first
Transmission
Service •
HELPS PROTECT YOUR AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
• Drain and replace transmission fluid
• Install new pan gasket • Replace
transmission filter when equipped •
Adiust linkage and bands where appli-
cable • Most U S cars, some imports




• we do professional work
• we do only the work you authorize
• We return worn-out parts
• we honor our auto service
warranty nationwide •
*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted lor
at least 90 days or 3,000 miles, which-
ever comes first -- many services, much
longer It warranty service is ever re-
quired, go to the Goodyear Service
Store where the original work was per-
formed, and we'll fix it, free If, however.
you're more than 50 miles from the orig-
inal store, go to any of Goodyear's 1500
Service Stores nationwide
G°211Year Use any ol these 7 other ways to 1st. y Our
Gem Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• Visa • American Express Card • Carte
Blanche • Dimas creo • Casa
Mars Raeager Robert II Wel* Jr.
Goodyear Service Store









AR78-13 or 8R78-13 whitewall
plus 374 to 38e F.E.T., no trade
needed. Other Sizes Ayailable
Smooth ride. low rolling
resistance for fuel effi-
ciency... get these radial






























STUDENTS FROM East Calloway Elementary School recently won all three places in
the County Soil Conservation Essay Contest. Sponsored by the Calloway County Soil
Conservation Association, this year's topic was "Clean Water-the Choke Is Yours." Pic-
tured above from left to right are Russell Evans, third place, son of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Evans, Teresa Ragsdale daughter of Mrs. Anna Mary Ragsdale, second and Vincent
Alton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Alton first place. Students from all three county
schools as well as Murray City schools participated in the essay contest.
RICHARD SMOTHERMAN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Smotherman of Murray Route 1, has been selected as
;Member of the Month for January by the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America.
Smotherman was chosen as a result of placing in the top
three in the chapter in the Soil Conservation Essay contest,•
winning the chapter and regional dark-fired tobacco
production contest, and for serving as chairman of the
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The Calloway County Young
Farmer Class held its annual
banquet Friday, Feb. 23 at
Kenlake Hotel. Peoples Bank
of Murray hosted themes! and
was represented by Ray
Brownfield, vice-president,
and Bill Dodson, vice-
president.
Dale Outland, YFA
president was the master of
ceremonies. The other 1978
officers were: Mark Paschall,
vice president; Richard
Jones, secretary; Jerry
Starks, treasurer; and Shea
Sykes, reporter.
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Production contest
winners were announced and
awards were presented.
Richard Jones won the dark-
fired tobacco production on
the local, regional and state
levels.
Max Hughes won the corn
production contest on the local
and regional levels, and Mark
Paschall won the soybean
production contest.
These winners were
presented an award from
Shoemaker Seed Company for
their accomplishments.
Officers elected for the 1979
Year were: president, Mark
Paschall; vice-president,
Monty Wilson; secretary, Max




Program is conducted at the
Murray Vocational Center.
Tinie To Control Cattle Grubs
Is Between July And October
When beef producer's notice
large bumps under the skin on
the backs of their cattle in late
January, February and
March, it's already too late to
do anything about the cause,
says an entomologist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
The bumps are caused by
cattle grubs, according to
Chris Christensen, and the
time to control them is bet-
ween the end of July and the
end of October.
Christensen explains that
application of systemic in-
secticides when the larvae are
at certain locations in the body
could have a detrimental
effect on cattle. When killed
later than October, tissues
inflamed by the dead grubs
can cause the esophagus to
swell or put pressure on the
spinal column, he says.
The entomologist explains
the lifecycle of the cattle
grub:
The flies become active in
the spring when the weather is
warm. They attach eggs on
the hairs of cattle, then young
larvae bore through the skin
and spend the next 8-10
months migrating through the
bodies of the cattle.
Eventually the larvae or
maggots come up under the
skin on the back where they
cut holes in the hide to breathe
and begin growing.
Christensen says the larvae
become an inch long and half
an inch in diameter and are
covered with spines which
cause considerable irritation
to the cattle. The animal
reacts by creating a puss
pocket, or cyst, in the area.
"The important thing is that
when you're finishing grubby
cattle, the meat has to be
trimmed wherever grubs are
located, and this trim is from
the most valuable part of the
carcass," notes Christensen.
Also, holes in the cattle hide
made by grubs for breathing
hurt the economic value of the
hide, he adds.
Besides the economic
damage to finishing cattle,
infested cattle gain two-tenths
of a pound less per day than
cattle in which grubs are
controlled, says Christensen.
of a pound less per day than
cattle in which grubs are
controlled, says Christensen.
The problem is apparent
now, but it could have been
easily controlled by applying
systemic insecticides to
livestock from the end of July
to Oct. 31," he points out.
Insecticides may be applied as
pour-ons, spot-on, sprays or
feedAhrough products.
Christensen notes that
treatment for lice will not
cause problems in grub-
infested cattle.
Sloane Calls On Bergland
To Restore Research Cut
Harvey Sloane recently
called on U.S. Department of
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland to "restore the half-
million dollar cut in the
federal appropriation for
tobacco research at the
University of Kentucky and
get us moving again toward
developing a safe cigarette."
Sloane, a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for
governor, made the remarks
during a campaign swing
through Western Kentucky.
Sloane said the $505,400 cut
in the appropriation to the
federal "in-house" research
program at UK's College of
Agriculture did not go strictly
for productivity research.
Bergland, in making the cuts,
said that much of the research
funded by the appropriation
went for increasing tobacco
production.
"Bergland is dead wrong if
he thinks that the money was
$400
thank you
When we say thank you, we put our money
where our mouth is. Here's the deal: You buy a
new 43 to 80 PTO horsepower Case low
profile tractor between Feb. 1 and March 31, 1979,
and we'll give you $400 worth of
Case options and attachments • free.
Deal with the tractor "specialist" . where a
thank you means more than a hand shake
'predate your business
• R et all YAWS
McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut, Murray, 753-3062 tan
not going for research that
will eventually produce a
safer cigarette," Sloane said.
Sloane said that the ap-
propriation funded three vital
areas of tobacco health
research:
—Tobacco gentics and
breeding. Scientists at the
College of Agriculture are
studying methods of breeding
out the harmful aspects of the
plant.
—Cultural practices.
Scientists are studying the
effects of light, herbicides,
water and fertilizer on the
content of the tobacco leaf.
—Post-harvesting prac-
tices. Scientists are studying
the effects of the various
curing techniques on the
chemical make-up of the leaf.
"These are vital areas of
research for the future of
Kentucky's tobacco growers,"
Sloane said. "And there is no
way the federal government,
which has been harping on the
health effects of cigarettes,
should cut research in these
areas." Sloane called on the
Kentucky congressional
delegation to restore the
money to the final federal
budget if Bergland refuses.
Sloane said that "Kentucky
,has been doing its part in
funding the search for an
improved tobacco crop since
Tom Harris (now state
Secretary of Agriculture) and
(Senator) Wendell Ford in-
troduced and signed into law
the special half cent cigarette
tax to be used for research.
With Ford's and Harris's
leadership, we've made great
strides towards making a
safer cigarette. Now is the
worst time for Bergland to
reduce funding. If anything,
he should be increasing the
appropriation."
As a state representative.
Harris introduced a bill
authorizing the half cent tax
for research. Governor
Wendell Ford signed the bill
into law in 1972).
Sloane said the six scientists
who would lose their jobs if the
cut remained in the budget
were spending part of their
time on production research.
"Sure they were studying
production," Sloane said. "If
you can't make money on the
product, there's certainly no
reason to develop it. But these
were also the same popele who
helped breed the low-nicotine
leaf, and they are currently
doing very significant health
.iesearch."
ANNUAL MEETING — Leh to right are: Ray Brownfield, Peoples Bank Johnnie Stock-
dale, Agriculture Instructor Bill Dodson, Peoples Bank; Max Gore, YFA Secretary; Mark
Paschall, YFA president Thomas Murdock, YFA treasurer; Monty Wison, YFA vice-
president and Bill Ed Murdock, YFA reporter.
Tobacco Growers Tour UK;
Learn Methods Of Research
Sparking test tubes and
beakers lined neatly on
shelves. Bunsen burners
flaring to heat the contents of
liquid-filled bottles. Finely
tuned devices capable of
minute calculations.
These were the surroun-
dings in which a group of
Kentucky farmers recently
found themselves.
At the center of all the
laboratory trappings was the
product that occupies most of
these farmers' time and
provides most of their income.
That product is tobacco —
Kentucky's No. 1 cash crop.
The group from Madison
County, at the invitation of the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture, was
touring the Tobacco and
Health Research Institute
situated on the UK campus.
And by the time their tour was
complete., the tobacco growers
had a better idea of the types
of research being done in a
field so vital to Kentucky's
economy.
First they learned that the
institute was established by
the Kentucky General
Assembly in 1970 to coordinate
and support academic
scientists investigating
questions on tobacco use and
health.
The institute is supported by
a tax of one-half cent levied on
each package of cigarettes
sold in Kentucky. Total
operational budget for the
institute for 1978-79 is close to
$5 million, according to John
P. Wyatt, director. Annual
grants for projects total about
$2.2 million annually, with
specialized services of the
institute costing an additional
$1 million.
The tobacco growers were
told that research projects for
56 investigators were ap-
proved by the Kentucky
Tobacco Research Board,
governing body of the in-
stitute, for July 1, 1978 to June
30, 1979.
These projects are being
carried on mainly at the
University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville,
according to Wyatt. However,
a project at Murray State
University and one at East
Tennessee State University
also were funded.
Projects range from the
effects of cigarette smoking
on the respiratory system to
the control of disease in
tobacco by immunization.
The institute lists ac-
complishments in agricultural
and plant genetics; tobacco
modification; short-term
bioassays; cardiovascular
and pulmonary studies and
neuro-epidemiology.
Research scientists must
report and publish their fin-




research program is the only
one in the world that extends
from a university campus. In
some European countries,
tobacco and health research is
dominated by the cigarette
industry, according to the
doctor.
The 65 full-time and 25 part-
time personnel staffing the
institute go about their
business in a modern building






smoking labs and a
hematology lab, as well as
animals used in the research
The tour of the institute,
along with a later tour of a
tobacco stemery operated by
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., was arranged by Ira
Massie, Extension tobacco
specialist in the College of
Agriculture.







resist having all the
financial services right
under one roof? It's so
convenient.., and time
saving! You'll fall in




The ultimate moisture retainer:
A Lely-Roterra seedbed; once-over!
When the dust is blowing and sour topsoil es bone-dry you
will really APPreriate the proven working principte of the
lely-Roterra; topsoil stays on top, moisture below Since it is
further capable of preparing a quality, level seedbed in one
trip. you retain even more moisture during critical planting
periods In good or poor fields you ran count on acieptable
working speeds and a bed in which your seeds will thrive
Sou (an also look forward to improved yields whirl, result
from the Lely-Roterra delivering: 1] Faster germination 2
I yen rrop stands II Improved chemical incorporation 4
Redured compaction, and Si Fewer trips per arr.
With the tely•SlIP-System you ran save even more when
you Spray. Till. Incorporate and Plant rn one top Call us.
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: I IProfessor, Six Students Rescued After 29 Hours In Cave 11)1 (:1 11"1
By CHARLES CAMPBELL
Associated Press Writer
LAFAYETTE, Ga. I AP) —
A cave-wise professor and six
students — trapped beneath a
mountain for 29 hours by flash
floods — kept warm with
calisthenics, heated soup over
a candle and traded jokes until
rescue divers reatted them.
The stranded party
emerged bedraggled but
chipper Sunday night after
more than two days in a large
underground cavern.
When the first diver finally
pulled his way against the
force of gushing water
through a 2-foot high, 60-foot
long tunnel to reach the
stranded spelunkers at about 9
p.m. Sunday, the cavers were
preparing to make their own
way out.
"Two minutes later, we
would have met them all down
the cave," said Warren
Moore, a 22-year-old student
at Georgia Southwestern
College.
The first to slog from the
watery cave was Cheryl Gillis,
19, who collapsed into the
arras of her mother, Canolia
Gillis of Macon, one of several
anxious parents who kept a
fireside vigil at the cave
mouth in remote northwest
Georgia. - --
"Thank God she's safe,"
Mrs. Gillis sobbed.
"The first 200 feet was
comparatively easy," said
Larry Bean, the diver who
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came the 60-foot underwater
struggle.
Once he found air on the far
side, Bean shouted, "Is
anybody home?"
"They started yelling. 'Hey,
were here! We're here!" he
said. He said the group was
high and dry about 1,500 feet
from the mouth of the cave.
"They were standing together
on a bank in a large-sized
room," he said.
They told Bean that during
the ordeal, "They huddled
together in order to keep
warm and they slept. The
professor took good care of
them."
Barry Beck, an assistant
professor of geology at
Georgia Southwestern College
in Americus and an ardent
cave explorer, led a group of
11 into the Pigeon Mountain
cave at 11 a.m. Saturday.
Tony Able, 19, one of four
cavers who escaped before
rising waters fed by torrential
rainstorms flooded the only
way out, reported after his
friends were rescued that they
told him "it was exciting and
they had a good time."
The rescued spelunkers
were wrapped in blankets,
given dry clothes and offered
warm drinks to offset their
lowered body temperatures.
Within 15 minutes several
were giggling and joking.
"Oh, peanut butter and jelly
— thank you," Miss Gillis said
when she was offered a san-
dwich.
The seven rescued cavers
were whisked past reporters
to Tr -County Hospital in Fort
Oglethorpe, Ga., 33 miles to
the northeast.
"We were kind of expecting
exposure to take more of a toll
than it did," Bean said.
Bean's successful effort was
the third try. to reached the
trapped party. The others —
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Sunday — were hurled back
by the water's crush.
"We knew we were in for
trouble," Beck said later by
telephone. "Every crack was
now gushing water like a fire
hose. It was roaring.
"We started hurrying
toward the exit, about three-
quarters of a mile away. But
by the time we got close, about
20 minutes walk, the water
was up to the passageway —
only inches from the ceiling."
Beck said after Able and
McCoy left, they realized it
was "too dangerous" to try to
get the rest of the group out.
"It would have been foolish
to try to escape," he said. "We
I went) back to where there
was a place 30 to 40 feet above
the river. We huddled together
to stay warm .... But we were
soaking wet at that point and
darned chilly."
Beck described how he and
the students kept warm,
"lying on top of each other to
conserve body heat. When you
do that, you have to change
positions every 15 minutes. We
must know a 1,001 ways to pile
people on top of each other."
They ate soup, warmed over
a candle, and "boned chicken
— horrible stuff, but it was
warm."
At last came rescue: "When
we decided to leave the cave
(Sunday), we got lights ready,
wired up, and then the
rescuers came in."
...The News In Brief...
By The Associated Press
LAFAYETTE, Ga. (AP) —
A cave-wise professor and six
students — trapped beneath a
mountain for 29 hours by flash
floods - kept warm with
calisthenics, headed soup over
a candle and traded jokes until
rescue divers reached them
The stranded party
emerged bedraggled but
chipper Sunday night after 29
hours in a large underground
cavern.
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — A
barrage of bullets turned a
family birthday party into a
deathtrap as a teen-ager
calmly entered a room and
killed his father, mother and
older brother, police said.
Lonnie Cruise, 19, was
arrested in a bedroom of the
house, police said. He was
treated at a hosptial for an
apparent overdose of an un-
specified substance and held
without bond, police said.
IDNGMIRE, Wash. (AP) —
Willi Unsoeld, one of the first
four Americans to scale
Mount Everest, was killed in
an avalanche on Mount
Rainier, the second in his
family to die while mountain-
climbing. "
Three years ago, his 20-
year-old daughter, Nanda
Devi, died on an expedition
with her father and others on
the Himalyan peak for which
she was named. Unsoeld died
Sunday.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter's latest bid
to salvage Mideast peace
prospects is keeping dimmed
hopes alive, but barely more
than that.
As Carter's weekend talks
with Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin appeared
near collapse Sunday, the
president gave Begin new
suggestions described by an




facing stiff opposition to a
US.-Soviet arms limitation
treaty from conservatives, is
now hearing complaints from
liberals.
Sens. George McGovern, D-
S.D., Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
and William Proxmire, D-
Wis., said Sunday they might
oppose a new strategic arms
pact unless it will "sub-
stantially curb the arms
race."
TEHRAN, Iran (API — Iran
resumed oil exports today for
the first time in three months,
and Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionary
regime executed seven more
of Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi's former officials,
including four generals and a
former member of
Parliament.
A spokesman for the
National Iranian Oil Co. said
the tanker was the World
Ambassador and is bound for
Japan.
BANGKOK, Thailand (API
— Hanoi claimed today that
China is planning to broaden
its war with Vietnam by in-
vading Laos, to give it a
"springboard for attacks on
the western part of Vietnam
Vietnam also reported new
fighting around the captured
northeast border town of Lang
Son despite a report from
Peking indicating China was





OAK HARBOR, Wash. —
Navy Aircrew Survival
Equipmentman 3rd Class
John R. McCage, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. McCage of 1621
Keenland Drive, Murray, has
re-enlisted for four years
while serving with Tactical
Electronic Warfare Squadron
134, Whidbey Island Naval Air
Station, Oak Harbor, Wash.
A 1975 graduate of Murray
High School, he joined the
Navy in June 1975.
Some 40 percent of an
orange is juice and 60 percent





























































































































1. LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE
The City of Murray. will be accepting
bids for 5 police cars. Copies for
specifications can be picked up at the
City Clerk's Office. All bids shall be tur-
ned into the City Clerk's office no later
than March 8, 1979. The City reserves the






requested to check this
first insertion of ads for
corrections This
n•wspoper will be




Y SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP-


















"GOD IS LOVE.- There is no
power on earth greater than
love, Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 2.4
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP-AM,.Sundays at 12:30.
Responsible couple
would Mut to buy on
land contract or rent
with option to buy small
house, or will consider
acreage with house,
preferably close to
town. Reply to P.O. Box






be submitted by 12












Fire (City)  753-1441
Fire (County) . 753-6952
Foster Parents 753-5362
7Hospital  53-5131
Hum. Rts. Com. .753-0849
Humane Soc ..... .759-4141








Sheriff .. .  753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
iimminmmeimimmear the telephone.
2. NOTI





















WHAT WE do best is care,
NeecIline, 7534333.
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE JACK Garland family
would like tolhank everyont
for their kindness and
sympathy, flowers, food,
prayers, and help extended
to us during the illness and
death of our husband, and
father. A special thanks to
the hospital staff, Dr.
Marquardt and Max Chu
chill Funeral Home Also
special thanks to Brothe
Jim Fortner and Emmanue .
Church to Brother Grandi
ville Courtney an
pallbearers. God bless eac
one of you. The wife, childrez:
and grandchildren of Jac
Garland.
5. LOST 8. FOUND
LONG AGNER leather coat
sile 14 was mistaken fort-




month old mixed breell
female dog, mostly whit*
(salt and pepper body) wit11
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity of the Nev(
Providence area Answers ti5
the name of Pepper If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5,30
pm.
SMALL BLACK Pekingese
with white chest, lost in the
vacinity of 3rd and EIrrs.
Goes by the name Yoshisly




demonstrators to sell out.
guaranteed line of toys an
gifts on home party pla ..•
Compare our programt
You'll see why Merri Mac i.z
the leader in the industryc
Experienced dealers map'
qualify for Free Kit an'
more!! Call collect now for
details. Ann Baxter, (319
556 8881 Of write Merri Mac -
801 Jackson, Dubuque, le,
52001.  ,
ADDRESSERS WANTE4
,.fimmediately! Work a '
home. no experienc .
necessary. excellent -pa ,,,,,,,
Write American Servicec.
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,,
Dallas, TX 75231. Lo'.
EXPERIENCED SEWINV
machine operators Apply i(C'*;
person, Calloway:,
Manufacturing Company,:











FULL t IMF waitresd.:
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. HELP WANTED
FULL OR part time, help
ad for nights and
en Apply in person to
P.N. Hirsch arid Co.,









and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at






Earn high comm. Lisa party
plan or sell direct. Call for
free catalog and literature on
T.F 800-6311258.
HELP WANTED for new
drive in restaurant, all ap-
plicants will be considered
regardless of age, sex, or
.'"handicap. Apply at Bob's
Drive. In, 810 Chestnut St. 
'MAINTENANCE MAN, full
i-:or part time, days. Apply at
'-Regal 8 Inn.
:Now TAKING applications
for waitresses, day shift,
apply in person only. Hungry
Bear, 1409 Main St.
NEED EXPERIENCED
body man. Call 753.7169 or
753-7603. Good pay.
PADUCAH SUN looking for
carrier for motor route in
,Murray area. If interested
call The Paducah Sun, 443-
1771 and ask for the Cir-
-culatton department.
_TRUCK DRIVER. Full time
-driver for two ton delivery
truck. Most helpful if knows




"Box 389, Camden, Tennessee
.38320.
-WANTED: RETIRED or
.„semi-retired person to do
;pickup and delivery. Hours
'should be flexible. Write in
own handwriting to P.O. Box
32C, Murray, KY 42071.
WANTED: HOUSE painters,
must have experience. Call
753-9382 after 5 pm.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DESIRE TO sell stock in
. established sales and service
"'business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
_plus dividends, prefer









14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO buy...Coins,
baying S1.50 for each dollar
of silver coins dated 1964 and
back. Call (901) 642-6742.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
For Saks
Two sets lamisoa lox
Spriags & Mattresses
10- a 54" $30 sot. CaN
753-9924 after 4 p.m. I
JOHN DEERE A, needs
some work, 1200. 753-0760. 
19. FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE
30 Inch insulated topc
per for short wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
16. HOME FURNtSHINGS
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con.
dition. Also 13 inch color tv,
Call 753-8170.
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machine, zigzag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, $39.95, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed.
Call Martha Hopper, 354-
6521.
11. FARM EQUIP.
990 CASE DAVID Brown
tractor, three 16 inch plows,
10 toot disc, also 8 row AC
planter. 753-3107 days, 753.
5124 nights.
1971 FORD 5000 farm
tractor. Good condition. Call
436-2739 after 5 pm. 
110 INTERNATIONAL
tractor with plow disc and
cultivator. 7534462 after 4
pm.
7,000 JOHN DEERE, 4 row
planter and 400 gallon 12 row
boom spray, trailer type.
Call 753.1358 after 5 pm. 
235 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor, 1976 with SOO hours,
three 12 inch plows, 8 foot
disc. Call 345-2189.
1974 135 MASSEY
FERGUSON with 4 piece
equipment, 8 roW spray, 4
row John Deere planter. 753-
7787.
for Sale:
Tractor, IH 1086, dual
wheels, 545 hours,
1973; Disk Harrow,
Bushhog, 18 ft. 1976;
Plow, Ill, 5 furrow,
1976; Plow, Ford, 4
furrow, 1976; Plow,
Chisel, 1977; Mower,
Bushhog, 7 Ft., 1976;
Disk, Rome, Bush and
Bog, 12 ft., 1975; Disk,
Burch, 14 ft., 1976;
Cultivator, TL, 4 row;
Cultipacker, 16 ft.,
1976; Sprayer, 500 gal.,








Call 753-3720 or sea in
Purchase Emlipment
Co., East Mein St.
For Sale
Small white frame, 2 bedroom house on ap-
proximately 75'x100' lot. House has kerosene heat
stove which could be replaced with wood stove on
city water. Gas cook stove and dishwasher stay with
house. Located approximately 3 miles south of




Now under new ownership and management.





Graduation is very near and you will begin your
first step in your professional life.
At Memorial Medical Center we feel we have the
ability to provide you with the opportunity you need
to take the GIANT step.
*3 month graduate transition orientation program
(June land August 31, 1979)
*Modular nursing concept
*Continuing educational program
*Excellent benefits and competitive salaries and
In-service to meet your needs in professional
growth.
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT: (217)118-31114
Jorilynr Easley, LL




Equal Opportunity Employer /4ff
SMALL FARMALL Cub
tractor and all equipment for
sale. Good condition. Call
753-8767 on Saturdays. 
22. MUSICAL
WURLITZER PIANO 7
months old, excellent con,
dition, just like new, must






















"YOU GET MORE MILES PER GALLON our 24. MISCELLANEOUS OF THE SMALLER CARS BUT
FIREWOOD FOR sale:THEY/RE HARPER TO F1N17. "
hickory and oak, $17.50 and
up. Cutting near New Con 43. REAL ESTATE
cord. 137-4228.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964. More for
large amounts. 1965-69
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each
For pickup call Cooley in
Paris, (901) 642-5118




SIX WHEEL ATV land or
sea. 489-2570.
26. TV-RADIO
19 INCH COLOR tv., $150.
Phone 767.386/. 
PION E R AM-FM cassette
car radio with graphic
equalizer and two tri axle
speakers. Call 753-3134. 
TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t.v. under warranty. J
& B Music, 753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1974 ACADEMY MOBILE
home, 12' X 60', excellent
condition. Phone 7S3.6170.
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath, central
heat and air, partially fur-
nished, all appliances in.
cluding dishwasher, 10' X 14'
storage shed, underpinned,
located at Riveria Trailer




patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753-1873 after 6 pm. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
FURNISHED NICE 2
bedroom, all electric, central
heat, washer and dryer,
large lot. Call 753-4091
SPACES AND homes for
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
Street, loam to 6 pm. 
21. HEATING & COOLING
EARLY MORNING gas




electric heat and air.
Bookkeeping and answering
service on premises if
desired. Call 753-0605.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APART.
MEN T, 209S 15th St. Couples
only. 753-5683.
FOR RENT: 3 room apar-
tment, furnished, electric
heat, air conditioned. Phone
753-60/5 after 4 pm.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom, 21/
bath, $250 per month. Call
753-8333.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
unfurnished house Call 753-
2757.







HAY, 4,000 BALES, Grass
Legume, $1 Louisville area
(812)944.8780 or 944-9401.
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247.2889.
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247,2889.
TWELVE HERD white face
cattle, 6 cows, 4 hefers, 1
year old, 1 small calf, and 1




puppies, black and yellow,
had shots, Joe R. Davis, 527
9279.
AKC REGISTERED 3 year
old female Boxer,
housebroke, and good with
children. 435-4481.
COCK ER PUPS, 6 weeks old,
AKC registered, black and
buff colored, $75 each 753
0662
FOR SALE . AKC registered
Lhasa Apso male puppy. 4
months old, must sell im
mediately due to child's
allergy. Phone 436-5601. 
GREAT DANE puppies,
weeks old, males. 753-0281.
41. PUBLIC SALES
Chester's Awoke Ser-
vice now hinting for
spring sections. CA
435-4128, Lynn Grove.
Over 33 soars of im-
perious.
43. REAL ESTATE




feet floor space, has office
and bathroom, all on fenced
In lot. 753 8500
BOYD-MAJORS
 7534010  j
REAL ESTATE
ProteNuorial Services
With The Fnendly Touch
GATESBORO RESID-
ENTIAL [.01.. . 120'
Wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers.
Priced Right To Sell
$4,950. Call Boyd-







South 12th at SY Ca rn0,•
TELEPHONE 753-1051
North of Murray we of-






own business in the ex-
tra, three room
building that has
never been used. Lot is
175 feet deep.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North aan
Street. Ideal for starter home
Or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding A
little clean-up and fix up for
real enjoyment. S26,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone










have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at $41,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222.
411,01\
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 7530101,
753-7531.
Prof essanal Services
With The Enendlt Touch"
40 WOODED ACRES
OF COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . Large
Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.






OWNER WILL sell or trade!
Has commercial building
that is already rented. Just
Invest today and reap reward
tomorrow. Call 753 1492 or








ce of a shopping center







Situated on a very
large wooded lot with
tasteful landscaping.
Plan ahead for spring
and eating out on the
covered patio. Heat
pump for economical
heating and cooling is
another plus. Priced in
the $60's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222. We are members
of Multiple Listing.
OWNER WILL finance! 3400
Square feet multipurpose
building on heavily traveled
highway...economical heat
pump, security system. A
good investment for the right
person with the right idea!
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-149p.
listing if floe Emil tem
lira 381. 2V2 bdi brick eltb
finale:6 OW Matoietor. Gm-
het beat sad air aid sans le-
Weise for mom wigs!
Located mar Gilihrteter
priced et wily $45,500.
Joke &mitt, Realtor
Prof estional Services
With The Enmity Touch'
RETIREES DELIGH-
T . . . 1 acre only 2
miles from lake with 2
bedroom mobile home






leaving state. Total In-
vestment Only $13,900.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
PATH OF progress invest
in the "path of progress"
advise the experts This
acreage is lust south of
Murray and loins Prestigious
Subdivision. Professional
plat available Dial Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753 1492 or
Glenda Smith at 7531499
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
KICK THE HASTT
See how easy it is to
stop the rent habit and
start investing in the
future. See this brand
new home with 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
lovely kitchen and cen-
tral heat and air.
House has thermopane
windows and 7 closets
for lots of storage.












Very nice 1 bedroom





Hwy. 299 and Poor




ning stove, low elec-
tric bills, 3 bedrooms,
tile & marble bath,
utility room, paved
drive, new septic tank
and field tile, new








45. FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE by owner, 56 acre
farm, 3 bedroom house, large
garage, $60,000 Call 436-2140
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2
bath, office or sewing room,
built in appliances, close to
lake. Call 753-4501 after 3 pm. 
FOR SALE by owner: 1635
Catalina, 3 bedroom brick
horrie with carport, 2 baths,
new carpet throughout, has
economical central gas
heating, large fenced in
backyard, double car drive.
Shown only by appointment.
Call 753-33-47 or 753-0342.
HOUSE AND 41,2 wooded
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray. $23,000. Call (502)
639-6421 collect, after 5:30
pm.
PRIVACY. YET only 15
minutes from Murray or
lake, is this 3 or 4 bedroom
brick and naturat wood tr
level home. Includes 3 acres,
central heat and air, heat
pump, fireplace and balcony
overlooking rolling hills.
Priced in mid 560's. Call 436-
2343.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house, family room, 2 full




chopper, $900 or trade. Must
see to appreciate Call 753-
7490.
1975 HONDA GL 1000 Call
753.8019
1977 HONDA 750K model
motorcycle. Equipped with
vetter wind jammer three
fairing, saddle bags, and
luggage compartment.
Phone 753.2814 or 767 4256.
47. MOTORCYCLES  53 SERVICES OFFERED
SL 125 HONDA, good con,
dition, 753 9956
49. USED CARS
1972 BUICK, 4 door Hardtop,
radio, tape, C B., body in
excellent condition. $750.00
753-6803 after 5 pm. 
1977 BLACK T BIRD, low
mileage, great condition,
extra clean, wire hub caps,
tilt wheel, AM-FM. Call 753
4178.
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME, 3
way power, 350 engine, 7S3-
5859
1973 CADILLAC FOR sale
Phone 753 1551.
1974 CAMARO, POWER, air,
brakes, good gas mileage,
350 with barrel, S2295. Call
437.4371 after 4 prn. 
FOR SALE 1970 Buick GS,
350, factory mags, and new
radial tires, good body and
good mechanically. 753-2763




604 So. 12th St.
FOR SALE or trade: 1977
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air
conditioned, great shape, one
owner. (901) 642-6742. 
1972 FORD TORINO, red
with black vinyl top, black
interior, V8, power,air, good
condition, $675 or best offer.
Call 753-8560.
1977 FIAT X19, 25 to 35 mpg,
loaded with extras, 1500
miles, convertible hard top
Call 753.3052.
FOR SALE: 1977 Mustang, 3
door, 2 plus 2 HT, .4 cylinder,
4 speed, power steering and
brakes, AM-FM 8 track
stereo, aluminum wheels,
exterior accent, 36,000 miles,
$2800. Phone 753-7774 after
4:30.
1979 JEEP CHEROKEE




automatic, air, cruise, AM.
FM radio, radial tires 431,-
5610.
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air, AM•FM stereo,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
S3595.753-1499 after 5 pm. 
1972 PLYMOUTH 4-DOOR
Grand Fury, power, air, and
cruise. Local, one owner car.
$675. Call 436.2427.
1977 VW RABBIT, 4 speed,
sport design, front wheel
drive, 33,000 miles, in ex
cellent condition, $3150. Call
753.2316 after 5 pm. 
1973 VW SUPER Beetle, good
condition, call after 5 PM
498-8295.
WANT TO buy, 1972 Malibu,
any condition for $200 753
7675.
50. USED TRUCKS
1978 AND 1974 FORD pickups
for sale, 753-8500.
1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
V8, straight shift. Call 436-
2400 after 4 pm 
1973 CHEVROLET VAN,
new carpet inside
throughout, AM-FM and tape
player, $2650. Call 753-4445.
1975 CHEVROLET
SILVARADO pickup, power
steering, brakes and air. 753-
0766 after 4pm 
1974 CHEVY PICKUP, step
side, short wheel base,
wheels, roll bar, fog lights,




Closed All Day Wed
N1onda -Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7: 30 ti I 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.51 PRICE WAVE 51.25
Per hospital & keels DA Mosso col 753-3685 no day io me-
nace. Netey Palk Sordie. 1
1976 Fl 50, POWER
STEERING and brakes, 4
wheel drive, white spoke
wheels and wide tires, AM.
FM tape, brush gaurd, tog
lights and cab lights, 30,000
miles, short wheel base. /74-
23$4.
1967 FORD LWB
standard, cover, good body,
needs motor work, $750 436.
5610
1989 FORD RANCHERO,




automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753-
0605.
$2. BOATS & MOTORS
12 FOOT ALUMINUM boat,
motor and trailer. $300. Also
dodge station wagon, $200.
Call 436.2294.
1962 OWENS CRUISER. 23
foot, 150 Men-cruise. 474-2788
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395.4967 or 1 362.4895.
B & R INTERIOR
CLEANERS specialize in
offices, professional













and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam







remodeling, etc Call for
estimates, 753 6122 or 491
846.5 after 4 prn.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for






7S3.2310 for tree estimates
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky. Tennessee
Insulation, Rt.!, Box 254,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502)435
1527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will c10
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP.
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
chino and seal coating. 753
1537. '
NEED REES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,




between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelia.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753 2211.
WILL HAUL rock, lime and
sand for driveways. Call
Jewell Jones, 489.2557 or 4119.
2763.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home, afternoons. 753 1394.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY




Be the proud overseer of your own picturesque
estate which includes pre-Civil War restored
brick home on six acres near Kentucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor in 1838, and known as the
Hamlin Home, this rare page of history is listed
with the National Register of Historic Places, and is







(This alphabetized page will ran weekly - clip it from
0° 



















Taber's Company Termite InspectionRentals Body Shop - TAXI CAB Flies, Roaches,Silver Fish &Shrubs
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. Mrs. Martha Rixceny Collie
died Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. She was 93 years of
age
The deceased was a resident
of Benton Route. 4 and a
member of the Fairdealmg
Church of Christ. She was the




Heights, Mich., Mrs. Cecil
Lewey, Sheffield, Ala., Mrs.
Addie Reed, Henderson,
Tenn., Mrs. Bea Nell Brown
and Mrs. Mary Hiter, Benton;
three sons, Dean Collie,
Gilbertsville, John Collie,
Benton, and Leslie Collie,
Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Collie is also survived
by two brothers, Carl Crisp of
Almo and Dwight D. Crisp of
Murray; 20 grandchildren; 25
great grandchildren; four
great great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with Don Oelze
and Webb Hall officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Fairdealing Cemetery.
Dramatic Monologues
Given In Four Shows
Paul Meier's one-man
dramatic monologue of the
gospel of St. Mark, "A.D. 65,"
will be given at four more
local performances in the next
few days.
Tuesday's shows will in-
I. elude one at Carter
Elementary School at 9 a.m.
and one at Murray High
SchooL at 1 p.m. Two per-
formances, at 10:30 a.m. and 2
p.m., at Murray Middle School
on Thursday will conclude his
tour of Murray.
Four more businesses in
addition to those mentioned
previously are sponsoring the
programs. They are The
Murray Ledger & Times,
Holton & Melugin Inc.,
Murray Lumber Co. and
Boone's Laundry and
Cleaners.
Meier said this morning that
he was indebted to the Rev.
Dr. David Roos and to the
Murray Ministerial
Association for assisting him
in his performances here. He
stated that the response of the
audiences to his shows thus





Maybe I can save you





You're in good hands.










MMS CHESS TOURNEY — Murray Middle School students Richard Jones (left), 5th
grade and Joey Ashby, '7th grade, are shown playing the last game of the chess tour-
nament held at the school recently. Ashby won the championship. The contest is an
annual event sponsored by the student council. Tim Brown, president of Student
Counat coordinated the play with loan Wilson, librarian, and Pam Cartwright, Student
Council sponsor, supervising.
Photo by Kaye Peebles




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Terry McBrayer
has offered himself as the sole
contender for governor who
who can stand "nose to nose"
with former Republican Gov.




missioner, is favored by Gov.
Julian Carroll, although he
commented on a television
panel Sunday that he wishes
the media would stop
referring to him in that con-
text.
Nunn has said he will an-
nounce for governor March 13
on a 'statewide television
program.
McBrayer said he hopes
that the records of the two will
come up during the campaign
because "Nunn would have a
little difficulty bragging on his
record."
He said the Republican_
would have to answer
questions about his espousal of
a 2-cent state sales tax in-
crease and raise in vehicle
licenses from $5 to $12.50
during the 1968 legislative
session when Nunn took office.
The Democrat recalled that
he was the legislator who led
the unsuccessful battle
against the higher sales tax




The Standard Red Cross
First Aid Course will start
today (Monday.) at 5:30 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public
Library, according to Jean
Blankenship, executive
director of the Calloway
County Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
This is open to the public
with a cost of $5 per person
which covers all necessary
materials and textbook, Mrs.
Blankenship said.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
March 5, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 102 Est. 000 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .25 higher Sows steady to
US 1-2 2003-234 ho. . 16225 few 52.50
$1.00 higher some 01.50
US 2 200-240 the 151.7512.00
US 24340-210 lbs $60.7S-61.75
US 2-4 200-280 lbs. X9.7540. 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3300-4601k..
US 1-3 420-600 lb..
US 1-3 500460 lbs.








Toast and Dnnk '
Bel-Air Center
"Nunn's nomination will be
the one thing that will unite
the Democratic party in
Kentucky," McBrayer said.
Currently, six major can-
didates are in the party's May
29 gubernatorial primary.
Three — 1st District
Congressman Carroll Hub-
bard, state Auditor George
Atkins and Ralph Ed Graves,
a former administration
commissioner for local
government — have been
especially critical of
McBrayer and the ad-
ministration.
4 "My record in the Carrolladministration is one I am
proud of," said McBrayer,
who has been asking voters to
judge him on his own merits
and contending that rivals are
attacking the administration
because they have no issues
against him.
Lately, the most persistent
critic of McBrayer has been
Graves, who said last week
that McBrayer, while
claiming to run on a positive
platform, has been negative in
references to opponents.
Graves quoted McBrayer as
labeling Atkins "vicious,"
Hubbard "a sorehead" and
Graves "sick."
McBrayer, asked about that
on the -Your Government"
program on WLEX-TV, said
the alleged quotes are not
correct.
Then, he declined to
elaborate, declaring that
Graves is neither "a viable or
major candidate and I choose
not to reply to his coinments."
McBrayer said that he also
knows nothing about any
possible indictments that
might be considered by a
federal grand jury here in
connection with recent FBI
investigations of matters
ranging from state leases to
state purchases of trucks.
No investigators have
talked to him about such
subjects, McBrayer said,
adding that the only time he
has been questioned by law
officers was in connection
with an alleged attempt to tap
his telephones. That federal
case has been dropped.
National Library Week
State Contest Planned
National Library Week will
be observed this year April 1
to April 7 and plans are
already underway for making
this year's celebration an




City and county elementary
school librarians and the
Public Library are coor-
dinating their efforts in order
to reach all children ages 5 to
12 years.
A Sweepstakes Contest
sponsored by the Kentucky
Library Association in con-
junction with Kentucky's
observance for the "In-
ternational Year of the Child"
will be held starting March 6
and continuing theoUgh March
14. One child from each county
will be honored at a luncheon
at the Governor's Mansion on
March 31 from 11:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. This luncheon will be
the kick-off for National
Library Week, April 1 to 7.
Mrs. Julian Carroll, honorary
chairperson for Kentucky's
observance, will be the
Two Men Arrested
By Sheriff, Police
Another name has been
released in conjunction to the
break-ins at the Imes Store in
Almo, a sheriff's department
spokesman said.
Ricky Dumas was arrested
Friday night and charged with
third degree burglary, he
added.
City police reported the
arrest of Gordon Lewis, 18, 301
North Seventh Street, was
arrested Saturday night for
stealing four wire hubcaps in
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital parking lot. Lewis
was charged with theft by
unlawful taking of mer-
chandise over $100, officials
said.
They added that they also
recovered two other sets of
hubcaps taken by Lewis last
week.
hostess for the luncheon along
with daughter Elly.
Some of Kentucky's finest
are being asked to help en-
tertain the children. Governor
Carroll and Colonel Sanders
will be there and author Lilly
Chaffin will come and tell the
children a tale. Artist Bob
Powell will be there to talk
alSout his work and other
favorite people have been
invited. All children will have
an individual photo taken with
Mrs. Carroll and Elly.
Forms for registration will
be available at all the city and
county elementary schools
and at the Public Library. One
sentence on "what a library
means to me" must be written
or printed by the child, but the
statement does not qualify or
disqualify the winner. The
winner will need parental
permission to go to Frankfort.
Transportation details *ill be
worked out later. Parents and-
or drivers will be invited to a
reception while the child is at
the Governor's Mansion.
Children ages 5 to 12 may
register beginning March 6.
The drawing will take place at
the Public Library on Thur-
sday, March 15 at 3:30 p.m.
Other festivities of the week
will include special programs
given by Jane Bailey and Ren
Leys, Library Outreach
Directors. Times and dates for
these will be announced later.
Stock Market
Prices at stock of local interest at
noon, F.rrr, today. furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follow',
Industrial Average . +sal
Air Products 76% +is
American Motors 0% +Oa
Aahland Oil X -tii
American Telephone nog 4-46
Bonanza VIM 4%A
Chrysler II% one
Ford Motor 41% -%
G.A.F. it -f-ki



















Chinese Troops Withdraw From
Vietnam After 'Achieving Goals'
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand
Chinese troops began withdrawing
from Vietnam today "after achieving
the goals assigned them," the official
Chinese news agency reported today.
Earlier, the Japanese news service
Kyodo said in a dispatch from Peking
that the Chinese government an-
nounced all Chinese troops were being
withdrawn.
The announcement by Xinhua
warned, however, that "the Chinese
side reserves the right to strike back
again in self-defense" if Vietnam
resumes the attacks across the border
which China said provoked its invasion
on Feb. 17.
The announcement added: "The
Chinese government proposes once
again that the Chinese and Vietnamese
sides speedily hold negotiations to
discuss ways of ensuring peace and
tranquility between the two countries
and then proceed to settle the boundary
and territorial disputes."
The withdrawal was announced after
Hanoi claimed that China was planning
to broaden the war by invading Laos,
Vietnam's ally to the West, to give it a
"springboard for attacks on the
western part of Vietnam in coor-
dination with attacks from the north."
Vietnam also reported new fighting
around the captured northeast border
town of Lang Son.
"According to many sources, many
Chinese divisions have been moved to
the Chinese border area adjacent to
Laos," said Hanoi's official Vietnam
News Agency.
"The Peking leadership, while
brazenly intensifying the agresaive war
again Vietnam, is preparing to realize
its scheme of invading the Lao People's
Democratic Republic."
Vietnam reportedly has up to 40,000
troops in Laos helping the Communist
government fight rebellious mountain
tribesmen.
The news agency claimed China was
using 60,000 men and hundreds of ar-
tillery pieces and tanks in attacks
around the provincial capital of Lang
Son, 11 miles from the border, which
the Vietnamese abandoned some time
last week. Hanoi reported "fierce
battles" still going on in the area.
The Vietnamese claimed 42,000
Chinese killed and 259 tanks destroyed
in the first 13 days of the war, up to last
Friday. Western analysts considered
this claim was probably highly inflated.
The Vietnamese government put its
people on the alert for more fighting.
The Communist Party Central COOP
mittee said "every village in Vietnam
should be a defense post, every
province a strong wall" against the
Chinese.
Kyodo quoted Chinese Vice Premier
Li Xiannian (Li H.siennien) as saying in
Peking: "We have already decided to
withdraw from Vietnam. Our purpose
has been almost achieved." But he did
not say when the pullback would take
place.
At the outset of its invasion Feb. 17,
China said it sought only to punish
Vietnam for alleged provocations and
did not plan an extended war. The
Chinese accused the Vietnamese of
increasing attacks across the border,
and they also were enraged by Viet-
nam's Christmas Day invasion of
Cambodia to overthrow the Khmer
Rouge government of Premier Pol Pot,
China's ally.
Eight Dead After Two-Fisted Storm
Belts Nation With Rain And Snow
By The Associated Press
At least eight are dead following a
furious two-fisted weekend storm that
belted the Southeast with up to 15 inches
of rain and stranded several hundred
Midwesterners under a foot of blowing
mow.
Hardest hit was Alabama, where four
persons, including a 5-year-old girl,
drowned Sunday. More than 200
families were forced to flee because of
rising waters and tornados. Two
drowned in Georgia and Missouri and
two more died in Minnesota and Iowa.
Most of the evacuees returned to their
homes Sunday. However, some
Alabama river dwellers were told to
dart filling sandbags in anticipation of
rising waters through Tuesday.
In Washington state, weather of-
ficials issued avalanche warnings due
to heavy rain and rising temperatures.
Two mountain climbers died in an
avalanche Sunday on 11,000-foot Mount
Rainier.
Florida counted itself lucky. The
storm dumped up to 14 inches of rain on
some areas of the Panhandle around
Pensacola. An estimated 5,000 persons
had to be evacuated and damage was
estimated in the millions, but there
were no deaths.
"I've lived in Pensacola 57 years.
Never in my life — not even during a
hurricane — did we get this much
water," said Escambia County Com-
missioner Kenneth Kelson.
Ray Bidinger, forecaster at the
National Weather Service in Miami,
said Sunday night, "The weather
system ... is still up there in that same
area. Right now, it extends from a low
pressure area in the Great Lakes to the
Florida Panhandle and into the Gulf of
Mexico."
Much of the storm's wrath was
concentrated over northeastern
Alabama. The body of 5-year-old
Audrey Norris of Birmingham was
found in a drainage ditch. Police
she apparently wandered away fr
her aunt's front porch on the city's
Northside and fell into the rain-flooded
ditch.
A rescue team in northeastern
Alabama watched helplessly as Kathy




Help is needed from local
water safety instructor
volunteers for the Murray
State University beginner
swim program, according to
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman
of the MSU department of
health and physical education.
The program, which will be
conducted for second graders
in the Calloway County School
System, is to begin soon and'
will meet daily at 1:30 p.m. at
the university pool.
Enrollment is handled by the
schools.
A similar program was
conducted for city school
second graders during the fall
semester, and there was also a
parent-tot class at that time.
Red Cross instructors may
use their participation in the
program for recertification
purposes. To volunteer or for




water from atop her car, which had
been stranded in a flooded field. Her
body was found three hours later.
Coosa County authorities said James
'Gardner, 18, and Theodore Brooks, 57,
drowned when their car was washed off
a bridge.
In northern Georgia, where an
average of 4 to 6 inches fell Saturday
and Sunday, an 18-year-old man
drowned in a flooded soybean field
when a boat overturned. His name was
withheld pending notification of
relatives.
Seven Georgia college cave explorers
were rescued Sunday night after
spending 29 hours in an underground
cavern where they were trapped by
high water.
While the Southeast was busy
mopping up and filling sandbags
Sunday, portions of the Midwest from
Missouri and Iowa into northern
Michigan and Minnesota were back
groaning behind their shovels and
plows.
A foot of snow was reported in parts
Peace Talks...
(Continued From Page One)
ideas "are important and are a change
for the better."
An Israeli official, who requested
anonymity, said Begin hoped to have a
reaction from Jerusalem before his
anticipated midweek departure from
the United States.
The U.S. official emphasized,
however, that Carter and Begin have no
plans to meet again. He said Israel's
reaction likely would come "through
more routine means" — perhaps
through the Israeli Embassy here.
This went far toward dispelling any
speculation that a negotiating
breakthrough was at hand.
He said the U.S. suggestions did not
involve security measures and would
not lead to a larger U.S. presence in the
Middle East.
Carter, after meeting with Begin for
the fourth time in as many days Sun-
day, talked briefly by telephone with
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and
of Michigan.
"We've got pbout 1,000 snowmobiles
running around and it's impossible to
catch them with (squad) cars with
chains," said Sioux City, Iowa, police
Sgt. Tony Sunclaves. The vehicles are
illegal inside the city limits.
Iowa authorities blamed the storm,
which was accompanied by 40 mph
winds, for at least one traffic fatality.
Benita Herrick, 20, was killed Sunday
when she apparently lost control of her
car on ice-glazed Iowa 146.
In southwestern Minnesota, 350
motorists were stranded by the storm.
Near Albert Lea, in southern Min-
nesota, Elmer Grasdalen, 68, died of an
apparent heart attack when his pickup
truck became stuck in the snow and he
was forced to walk a half mile.
In Missouri, Andrew County
authorities recovered the body of Ora
Jane Shelby, 94. They said she had
apparently drowned the day before
when the car in which she was riding
was swept into a flood-swollen river in
the town of Nodaway.
met with a bipartisan congressional
delegation.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., later
told reporters the U.S. suggestions
"may be the cement that binds this
treaty." He provided no details.
But Sen. Charles Percy, R-111., said:
"I think we're on the verge of a break-
down in these negotiations. A miracle
could happen, but I don't see it."
In Cairo, Sadat met with U.S.
Ambassador Hermann Eilts who
briefed him on the progress of the talks.
Afterward, Sadat said he was not asked
by Ellis to visit Washington.
He said he planned to respond to
Carter's message after meeting today
with Prime Minister Musfa Khalil and
Vice President Hosny Mubarak.
"I shall have lots to tell you after the
meeting," the Egyptian president told
reporters.
An Israeli official termed the
suggestions -important because, in our
estimation, they are different from
previous proposals."
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